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Introduction
What would it take for people with developmental disabilities to become valued, socially
included and empowered within today’s society? Not an easy question. Of course, in
looking at such issues I like to start with the old adage “those who fail to learn from
history are doomed to repeat it.” After all, who would want to make the same mistakes
again – peoples’ lives, time and money have been wasted for far too long already. And
yet, day after day, year after year, we ask people with disabilities to put their lives on
hold until we can get our own house in order or resolve the latest crisis. Whether it be
funding shortfalls, recruitment challenges or the latest demands of regulatory bodies,
there always seems to be something that prevents us from getting down to the real work
that motivated so many of us to enter the field in the first place.
Since such challenges are unlikely to be resolved anytime soon, we are therefore left
with a choice. We can either continue wasting peoples’ lives by asking them to place
them on perpetual hold, or we can start placing people ahead of bureaucracy, investing
funds where they matter most, and make the biggest difference possible with the
resources at hand.
Funding dollars are drying up, pure and simple. As such, it is time to make some hard
decisions about how the meager resources that we still command, can best be put to
use. With a myriad of needs to be filled, we simply can’t address them all without
spreading ourselves so thin that we become ineffective at virtually everything. Instead,
it is time to commit everything we have to those areas and approaches that will make
the most sweeping and positive difference in peoples’ lives.
Sure we all have our pet projects that we are reluctant to give up, but in an era where
resources are stretched to the breaking point we simply can’t do it all and need to pare
back the list. Natural disasters, war and public infrastructure needs have devastated
our economies, making the projected funding picture likely to worsen rather than
improve over upcoming years. Add to this, the fact that as baby boomers retire,
demands for seniors funding will vastly increase with a far smaller segment of our
population being left to foot the bill and I think you get the picture. As such, we can
either wait for the future to overtake us and witness the revival of congregate services
and institutions, or we can become proactive and start making some hard decisions
now.
How have we responded to the threat so far? Though I hate to say it, ineffectually at
best - we have simply fallen back to our habitual response of screaming for more money
while failing to realize that our record of performance has aptly demonstrated that more
dollars will make little difference. And while we go on wasting time screaming for more
money and blaming big government for our demise, at the end of the day, the dollars
still won’t be there and our own house will still lie in disarray. While it is easy to point
blaming fingers in a host of directions, if we are honest with ourselves, we ourselves
have wasted literally billions of dollars on crazes, projects and ideologies that have
yielded few positive results in peoples’ lives. Not content to rest there, we have

squandered still more of our limited resources on bureaucracy, infrastructure, and
buildings which at the end of the day have proven to be more of a barrier than asset to
people become more valued and included within the community. And what has been
the payoff for the vast sums invested – few providers are even able to demonstrate
tangible outcomes associated with their service other than to pull out an embellished
success story or two. With a track record as poor as ours, even the most humanitarian
investor would view the disability sector as a poor investment. And yet, we seem
surprised when government says no to our latest funding request.
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So where does all this leave us? It leaves us in a place where the clock is ticking, the
ball is in play, and time is rapidly running out. It leaves us in a place where radical
change is needed, and it is needed now. It leaves us in a place where we had better
start delivering vastly improved outcomes in quick order, or pay the price of our failures
by watching people with developmental disabilities being returned to congregate and
institutional services in an incremental fashion over the next decade. We are simply out
of time and yet most remain in denial or trivialize the threat because it seems too bleak
or depressing. Both are luxuries that we can no longer afford.
What we need is to stop doing things the habitual or traditional way, and start using the
funds that we do have to maximum benefit. What we need is to stop thinking that a few
isolated success stories are good enough, and start delivering measurable results
across the board. What we need is to stop wasting peoples’ time and money, and start
investing in those approaches that have proven track record of success in transforming
lives. What we need is to stop making the disability sector a poor investment and turn it
into a sound one.
Fortunately, we are not starting from scratch. Over the past 50 years or so, we have
learned much that can help us in our quest. In the past half century there have been
many battles, hard won victories, and dramatic successes that we can learn from.
There have also been some bitter failures. There have even been some dramatic
successes turned bitter failures due to the tendency of human services to pervert even
the most beneficial concepts and approaches in relatively quick order. It is important for
us to learn from all of this, not just the victories, if we are to capitalize on past successes
and prevent repeating the same mistakes again. So back to the original question: what
would it take for people with developmental disabilities to become valued, socially
included and empowered within today’s society?
First, it would take the ability to learn from the past. Logic and common sense have
at times seemed elusive when it comes to predicting how things will evolve within
human services. Brilliant ideas have been scrapped while preposterous concepts and
approaches have gained tremendous followings. Old ideas have been cast aside, not
because they were any less valid or important but simply because we are drawn to
newness. Even the most promising movements, advances, and principles have
become so misapplied and corrupted over time that they have eventually emerged
virtually unrecognizable to their original founders. Like a ship with no course, human
services often seems content to remain adrift until some new current comes along to
take us somewhere, anywhere. It should therefore not surprise us that far too often, we
find ourselves crushed against the rocks and floundering.
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Second, it would all have to start with the interests and dreams of people with
disabilities themselves. If it doesn’t start there, no matter how we look at things, we
will still be oppressing people regardless of our intentions. Benevolent oppression, is
still oppression and feels little different on the receiving end. Of course, determining the
dreams and interests of some people will be challenging work. But then again, what
could be a better investment of time than embarking on such missions of human
discovery? We may need to talk to many people who know the person well, go through
periods of trial and error, and watch for subtle clues that point to what is really going on.
But isn’t that an awesome use of time? How often have we wasted peoples’ time
through inactivity, mindless time fillers, endless waiting and boredom? How often have
services prided themselves on simply filling a person’s schedule without taking a critical
look at what that schedule entails or what impact it will have upon the individual’s
future? Isn’t it time we started doing something that will make a real difference instead?
Third, it would take sound advice from knowledgeable people that care. Caring
means providing people with sound advice, letting them know about the likely impacts of
decisions - including negative considerations that they may not want to hear. It isn’t
about taking the easy way out and letting people take falls that didn’t need to occur,
while spouting “choice” or “learning through natural consequences” as our defense.
Respecting people with disabilities requires more than that. It requires providing
balanced information rather than painting the world through rose colored glasses, only
offering the potential pro’s of decisions without discussing the equally important cons, or
offering only those options that are convenient to provide.
Fourth, it would take INFORMED decision making. How many people with
developmental disabilities really “choose” to perform janitorial work? If we are to believe
statistics, an awful lot must - but did they really have a choice? Was their choice
determined by minimal exposure and experience with other options? Was their choice
based entirely on that which was already familiar? Did they even know that better roles
existed? Did anyone explain the pros and cons of potential roles to them including their
impact upon long term opportunities for their future? Had they been exposed to
alternative options, for durations long enough to achieve a comfort level and know what
was entailed before being asked to make important decisions about their future? Were
they supported to search for a job that they really wanted, or were they simply placed in
one that was readily available or easy to set up? Were their options limited to those that
the program or agency provided? If they were really making informed decisions, why is
it that most people with developmental disabilities end up in jobs that no one else wants
to do? Why is it that nearly all of them end up cleaning, recycling or working at
McDonalds? Seems kind of strange, doesn’t it?
When we see the majority of employed adults with developmental disabilities working
within cleaning roles, the rationale of ‘choice’ flies quickly out the window. Sure we can
bury such unpopular statistics under hundreds of glorified titles to distract us from the
fact that the overwhelming majority are still janitors, but what good does it do us to deny
that there is an elephant sitting in our living room that few seem willing to talk about?
Unless there is a “cleaning gene” linked to having a developmental disability there is
simply no way that so many people could be choosing such roles in an informed
manner. As such, at the individual level, systemic level, or both, people with disabilities
are being manipulated toward accepting devalued roles through the imposed limitations
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of our own stereotypes or beliefs about what they are truly capable of. Even in
lucrative employment markets, they remain consigned to the stereotypical janitorial, fast
food, and recycling despite a myriad of other jobs being available. Aren’t they more
capable and don’t they deserve better than that?
Similarly, how many people have been manipulated into attending some sort of
segregated class or activity simply because it was easy to enroll and readily available?
Were they exposed to inclusive alternatives first? Did they know that Special Olympics
was not the only game in town? Did they know that dating and marriage were viable
options and that life did not have to be a group event?
And yet we seem slow to consider our own causal role when people in the community
apply the very existence of such “special” options as rationales for excluding people
with disabilities. While many will be quick to throw out the concept of “choice” to
defend their actions within similar situations, what are the consequences of looking at
choice in such a simplistic manner? More important still, can we call this ‘choice’ at all?
Fifth, it would take strong leaders with unwavering vision. It would take the blood,
sweat and tears of strong self advocates, families, networks and other thoughtful
thinkers in the field like John O’Brien, Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger, John McKnight, Angela
Amado, Michael Kendrick and others listed in the credits section to challenge our
thinking on a daily basis. It would take thorough, practical and inspiring training. It
would take regular consultation. It would take heated debate. It would take standing
firm for things that are important even in the face of overwhelming opposition. It would
take sticking by people with disabilities for the long haul. It would take staying the
course. And yet, when was the last time you saw anyone in a human services
leadership position, speak the truth or say what really needed to be said, without fear of
losing their job.
Sixth, it would take a deep appreciation for the reality of what is and what we are
up against. “Heads up and eyes open”, as they say in hockey. Utopian thinking may
be exciting in a philosophical sort of way, but it doesn’t get us very far if it doesn’t
acknowledge and offer practical ideas to overcome those challenges that we are sure to
encounter on a daily basis. Have you ever tried to hit a home run while blindfolded?
Self deception works the same way, yet how often do we deceive ourselves into
thinking things are better than they really are? How often do we surround ourselves
with like-minded dreamers to escape the tragedy of what is, and how much still needs to
be done? How can we be effective in fighting marginalization if we don’t understand
how it occurs, why it occurs, how it plays out within real human lives, and what we might
be doing that feeds into it?
Seventh, it would take doing away with double standards and expectations.
History has aptly demonstrated that people with disabilities are not going to become
valued and socially included within the larger community until they are seen as
contributing citizens with something to offer and something in common with others in the
general public. Until then, we are just a “special interest” group. Yet how often do we
work against the ambitions of people with disabilities to live ordinary, included lives?
We want people to be respected as adults, yet shelter them and treat them like children.
We want people to have rights but don’t teach them about responsibilities or label them

as “non-compliant” as soon as they try to assert themselves. We want people to be
valued instead of being viewed as a drain on the economy yet present leisure as more
important than employment, or present work as a choice instead of a societal
expectation.
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Employment may be a choice for those who are wealthy, but for the rest of us it is both
a necessity and social obligation. The imposed social and economic consequences of
remaining unemployed for even brief periods of time within today’s society are severe.
How much worse so must they then be for those who have never been employed?
When strangers ask what you do for a living, who wouldn’t be on dangerous ground if
the best answer that they could provide was “I do leisure”? What is the likelihood of
anyone wanting to get to know people with developmental disabilities further if this is the
basis from which we approach the community? And yet, how often do we set people up
for rejection in exactly this manner by trivializing the importance of work and viewing the
issue of choice so simplistically?
Eighth, it would take intense effort focused on facilitating friendships within the
community. People with disabilities rarely develop genuine, reciprocal friendships with
people outside the disability community without initial assistance. Their perceived lack
of having anything in common with people who have developmental disabilities is just
too large for most people in the community to bridge. Every day, they see people with
developmental disabilities supported in groups or surrounded by professionals. They
see “special agencies”, “special transportation” and “special activities” for those “special
people.” “Who am I as Mr. or Mrs. Joe Public to get in the middle of all that? They must
be better off with their own kind, or at the very least, require some kind of special
training to be around. They might even be dangerous.”
While small strides are being made to replace such perceptions with real life examples
of people living ordinary, rich, well-connected lives, the truth is that for most, separation,
service programs and isolation still define their lives. In order to replace these negative
images and stereotypes, we need to learn from the real life experiences of people with
disabilities, their families, friends and others who have dedicated themselves to learning
and being thoughtful about relationship facilitation. It would take learning from people
like Angela Amado, John McKnight, the Planned Lifetime Advocacy Network (PLAN),
and others who have been successful in helping people with disabilities form genuine,
reciprocal friendships with those in the broader community, about what works and what
doesn’t. It would take realizing that staff, volunteers or someone saying “hello” at the
local store is just not the same as having a “real” friend.
Ninth, it would take placing people ahead of power and prestige. Despite
overwhelming evidence that service providers doing the most innovative things, offering
the most individualized service, and achieving the best outcomes, are almost always
those that have committed themselves to remaining small and/ or whom have
deliberately downsized to realize these same benefits, the allure of political power and
commanding more dollars has proven too great of a temptation for most to resist. As
such, it is a tragic reality that most service providers today are huge and continue to
grow almost by the day.
Despite verbal reassurances that they won’t lose sight of what is important as they

expand, few providers supporting more than fifty people have actually been able to pull
it off. As size increases, flexibility and individualization decrease. As size increases,
infrastructural demands draw support dollars away from those most affected. As size
increases, increasing levels of hierarchy are imposed. As size increases, managers
move to their offices, reduce contact with people with disabilities, and over time simply
lose touch with those that matter most. As size increases, projects, deadlines and
bureaucracy gradually assume precedence over people. As size increases, people
with disabilities become sacrificed to expediency, power and empire building.
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Tenth, it would take an immense amount of critical thought and reflection. How
many promising ideas, principles and movements have lost popularity simply because
people didn’t think critically about what they were doing, misquoted, misapplied and
perverted them to the horror of their founders? How many have seen or heard of
people with developmental disabilities going out in the winter without a coat on or being
left unbelted in wheelchairs under the rationale of “supporting self-determination”? How
many have been told that institutions and segregated programs need to remain open so
that people will have a full range of living options from which to “choose”? How many
have thought critically about how they might be reinforcing negative stereotypes about
people with disabilities - harming, not just one person, but the future opportunities for
many in the process?
When we think of choice in such a trivial manner, it becomes glaringly apparent just how
little we have progressed. Twenty years ago, those within institutions applied the same
logic in advocating for the continued use of cattle prods so that they might retain the
right to choose amongst a full range of alleged “effective behavioral treatment options”.
Have we really come that far? The issues to which such simplistic views of choice have
been applied may have changed over the past twenty years, but this fundamental line of
thinking has not. Isn’t it time that we all started putting people ahead of ideologies and
began engaging in intensive debate about the potential impacts of our decisions in the
lives of real people. Isn’t time we all became more thoughtful and reflective about what
we are doing? Isn’t it time, we made sure that we are actually helping people instead of
messing up their lives even further while wasting incredible sums of time and money in
the process?
Choice is seldom as simple as it sounds. Often within human services, what is painted
as ‘choice’ is both harmful and manipulated. What is often represented as choice is not
really ‘choice’ at all.
And finally, it would take an incredible amount of difficult work. Sorry folks, no
miracle pill this time. If there is one thing we have learned in the last 50 years, it is that
crazes often find fertile ground within the disability sector simply because we are so
desperate for the quick fix. The unfortunate reality however, is that true solutions
seldom come that easy. Real solutions require critical debate, thoughtful application,
hard work, and time. There is simply no other way.

The Paradigms
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So what can be learned from the past that might help us move forward today? Over the
past half-century, virtually all positive developments within human services can be
traced to one of four approaches aimed at helping people with disabilities become more
valued and included within the community:
9Social role valorization
9Individual rights

9Self-determination
9Community inclusion

Despite their contribution, each approach has frequently been misapplied, blamed,
misquoted and perverted by human services. In a field that is quick to adopt
progressive language but slow to change practice, even the most beneficial approaches
seldom have a shelf life of more than a decade before emerging virtually
unrecognizable to their original founders. Human services, it appears, has an almost
limitless capacity to corrupt, misapply and shift blame, yet the validity of what each
paradigm has had to say and the positive impacts that each has had upon improving
opportunities for people with developmental disabilities cannot be denied. As such, let’s
start our learning by critically examining each of these paradigms, what they really have
to say on the dual topics of social inclusion and empowerment, examine some of their
more common perversions, and determine how each can continue to benefit us today.

Social Role Valorization
Beyond debate, no development in human services history has had more impact on
getting people with developmental disabilities socially included and valued by the
community than Social Role Valorization (SRV), yet ironically, it has faded into virtual
obscurity within the disability sector. Beginning with the concept of “Normalization” in
the 1950s, SRV was later reformulated by Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger to its current title in
order to stave off the incredible perversions of normalization theory that had already
gained momentum within the human services world. In its day, SRV rocked the
disability sector to its core; challenging virtually everything that had been taught up to
that point, and providing a strong road map for getting people out of institutions, into and
included in the community. To its credit, SRV also provided the roots from which the
individual rights and self-determination movements would later spring.
So what wisdom can SRV provide us that is still relevant today? The answer is – an
awful lot. While it is true that SRV is a fairly old approach and has largely faded from
popularity within human services, there are three things that many of us have learned in
life. First, truth isn’t always popular. Second, newer does not always mean better. And
finally, despite the current fixation of our society upon ‘relativistic thinking’, real truth
remains constant – it is not relative, it is unwavering, and it does not change. Truth can
be a bitter pill, but one that must nonetheless be swallowed if we are to move forward in
any effective way. In large part, it has been our failure to acknowledge truths about the
reality and impact of stereotypes, discrimination and devaluation that have rendered us
impotent in combating such social evils and left opportunities for people with disabilities
within today’s society sadly lacking. So back to the question, what can SRV teach us
that can help us move forward today?
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First, SRV alerts us to some pretty depressing realities about our culture that
must be acknowledged and effectively responded to if we are going to make any
real difference in the lives of people who have been marginalized. Based on
empirical research, SRV teaches us the why, whom, how, and consequences of
marginalization, as well as ways in which human services often plays a causal role in
bringing it about. It teaches us that negative stereotypes and discrimination are
frighteningly real and ever present. They are things that slam every person with a
developmental disability square in the face each and every time they walk out the door.
SRV teaches us that for better or worse, the very lives of people with disabilities hang in
the balance of societal perceptions and political priorities. SRV teaches us that we had
better start taking stereotypes seriously and be doing all that we can to change them
through practical example because the cost of not doing so will be paid in impoverished,
ostracized, and extinguished lives. SRV teaches us that while conducting public
education and lobbying for rights are useful endeavors, it would be dangerously naïve to
believe that widespread societal change will occur on these bases alone. Amongst its
three most poignant teachings, SRV also alerts us that:
The process of devaluation has always been with us and may even be hardwired
into how humans think. Although we may desire things to be otherwise, humans have
organized their cultures around caste or social ladder systems since the dawn of time.
So ingrained has such thinking become within the public psyche, that I defy anyone to
openly admit having never compared their place to others on the social ladder. If we
are honest with ourselves, we must also openly admit that we all reject one societal
group or another. After all, how many can honestly say that they value pedophiles or
rapists and would welcome them in to their own community upon release from prison?
As much as we may struggle with the realization that devaluation is built into how we
think, the reality is, that it is nearly impossible to stop categorizing people and thinking in
comparative terms. Unfortunately, the cost of such thinking as it plays out at the cultural
level is that the same four groups consistently emerge at the bottom of the ladder –
namely people with developmental disabilities, mental illness, those who are homeless,
or incarcerated.
When hard times come, it has historically always been the people on the bottom rungs
of society that have been first sacrificed to economic triage. It has always been within
the lives of the most devalued that the consequences of dangerous trends in cultural
thinking have first manifested themselves. It has always been the marginalized who
have been first targeted for extermination, when the powers that be determine that there
is simply just not enough to go around. The bottom rungs of society are simply too
vulnerable of a place to remain for long. It is therefore paramount that we not trivialize
the threat nor underestimate the impact of remaining in such a place. Remaining there
even one more day could cost somebody their life.
Although some groups have moved up a few rungs and others moved down through the
centuries, it is important to realize that people with developmental disabilities have
always been at the bottom of the social ladder. As such, it is important for us not to
delude ourselves into thinking that change will come easy. Similarly, this realization
points to the fact that if we are going to be successful in changing anything at all, we
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must first become hyper-vigilant about how we support people and do everything
humanly possible to turn negative stereotypes on their head by proving them wrong
through real life example. After all, a picture is worth a thousand words when it comes
to changing what people think.
Those who are different in ways that run counter to dominant societal values,
consistently face persecution and severe social rejection. Society currently values
wealth, power, fame, intelligence, career, competence, health, independence, beauty,
and material possessions. Regardless of your opinion as to whether such values are
good or bad, they are nonetheless what the media focuses on and what most people in
today’s society have been taught to aspire to. Ask any group of elementary school kids
and they will quickly come up with a similar list. Obviously this list doesn’t bode well for
most people with developmental disabilities in whom few of these qualities are strongly
manifested. Worse still, the extent to which any person or population misaligns
themselves with dominant social values is strongly correlated with the severity to which
they will be rejected, have normative opportunities denied them, and have a host of
other bad things happen to them.
In light of such facts, why is it that instead of pursuing employment within the most
valued roles possible, we represent work as a ‘choice’ rather than societal expectation,
trivialize the importance of social contribution, and place priority on leisure over
employment within the disability sector? In so doing, we not only reinforce negative
stereotypes about people with disabilities as being incompetent and a drain on the
economy, but play a causal role in their further rejection.
Those who are rejected will have a predictable set of devastating life experiences
imposed on them. Why is it that many people with developmental disabilities seek to
distance themselves from others who have been marginalized? Having lived the
consequences of discrimination, such individuals are far too familiar with just how easy
it is for people to stop seeing them as individuals, and revert to treating them according
to stereotypes as soon as even one additional person with a disability is added into the
mix. Viewed as an individual, there is at least a chance to build a future and move
beyond stereotypes. Viewed as a group, the door of opportunity gets slammed shut in
their faces, stereotypes resurface with blinding speed, and they are again treated as
children or incompetent. Once stereotyped, physical and social distancing follow,
educational and employment opportunities become severely restricted, poverty status
becomes almost inescapable, and normative rights, opportunities and choices become
readily overlooked. Once stereotyped, such people find themselves becoming society’s
scapegoats and the victims of all sorts of abuse. Once stereotyped, their life begins
circling a metaphorical drain that sucks them down no matter how hard they struggle to
escape.
As such, who can blame those with disabilities who seek to avoid association with
others sharing similar status? It is within their lives that such tragic consequences play
out, and they are already far too familiar with the penalties of living otherwise. Again
and again, the same set of devastating life experiences are imposed upon those who
have been marginalized. No matter how disturbing we may find such heartbreaking
truths, we must never forget that this is the reality that those with disabilities face every
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day and the context within which most live out their lives.
As such, we must never forget that the future treatment of people with developmental
disabilities will be inescapably linked to what views the public holds about the population
as a whole. As long as stereotypes such as child, dangerous, better-off-with-own-kind,
incompetent, charity case, drain on society, having nothing to offer, etc. continue to rule
the day, stories of successful inclusion and becoming valued within our society will
remain anomalies. Until the public sees people with developmental disabilities
disproving negative stereotypes through real life example as the norm rather than the
exception, educational efforts will have severely diminished effects. Until the public
sees people with developmental disabilities as having something to contribute and
having plenty in common with themselves, examples that challenge public perceptions
will be put down as some sort of ‘rain man phenomena’ and they will continue to be
prejudged according to prevailing stereotypes.
Second, SRV provides us with an accurate basis for predicting how marginalized
groups will be viewed and treated by the broader community based upon how we
support them. SRV predicts that if we group people with disabilities together, surround
them with professionals and develop all kinds of “special” events, classes and activities,
then the general public will view them as better off with their own kind, think that they
need a college degree to interact with them, and that they are in need of special
treatment. SRV predicts that if we have low or no expectations for people with
disabilities to become responsible adults, and contributing citizens, then the public will
view them as incompetent and they will emerge dependent and unemployed. SRV
predicts that if we place emphasis on leisure and do not expect people to pursue
employment then the public will view them as incapable, a drain on the economy and as
having nothing to offer. SRV predicts that if we place emphasis on diagnostic testing
such as intelligence quotients or supports intensity scales, associated scores will
eventually be used to label people, determine their funding, categorize many as
‘unemployable’, and be applied as a basis for denying otherwise normative
opportunities - regardless of whatever benevolent intentions they may have once set out
to achieve. SRV predicts that if we pursue volunteer and other roles associated with
similarly devalued populations, that each group will adopt even more negative
stereotypes in the eyes of the public based upon such associations. SRV predicts that
if we underestimate the impact of our own thoughts, words and support approaches
upon how people with disabilities are viewed by the community, we will assume causal
roles in their further devaluation and rejection.
Of course, most of this should sound like common sense. Unfortunately, what we do
within the disability sector seldom makes sense in the light of such predictive
considerations. Often what we do tends to produce more harm than good, due in large
part to our failure to consider the impact of our decisions within the larger context of
societal perceptions and associated consequences. While we ignore the context within
which people with disabilities live their lives at our peril, it is within their lives that our
negligence in considering such important points plays out to devastating impact.
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And finally, SRV introduces us to some extremely important principles
surrounding how to best help people with developmental disabilities become
more valued and socially included within today’s society. Foremost amongst such
considerations are the following guidelines:
Maintaining high expectations for growth throughout the life span. Expectations
are everything when it comes to determining the future success or failure of people with
developmental disabilities. Those raised with low expectations or treated according to
alleged “mental age” calculations throughout their life span; typically emerge acting like
children, illiterate, isolated and living lives of dependency. Those with identically
assigned mental ages, yet raised with normative or high expectations, frequently
emerge as literate, responsible and employed adults; or at the very least, far more
independent, connected and valued than most.
Unfortunately, low or no expectations for people with developmental disabilities has
become the norm within both the service provision world and our culture as a whole,
preparing entire generations for lives of dependency and clienthood. As I am sure most
would agree, people with developmental disabilities tend to live up or down to the
expectations of those around them. As such, shouldn’t we all be kicking things up a
notch and raising the bar? Shouldn’t we all starting approaching people from a
standpoint of assumed competence rather than incompetence? Shouldn’t we all start
moving toward skill expansion and opening new worlds of opportunities instead of
creating dependency and hamstringing people for life?
Leading a lifestyle that is typical and common to most people in the community.
Most people in the community live in their own home, work or go to school during the
day, have fun and go out with friends during evenings and weekends. Why should such
aspirations or life rhythms be any different for people with developmental disabilities?
The more people live in ways that contradict such social norms, the less likely it is that
those within the broader community will see themselves as having anything in common
with them, become friends with them, advocate for them, or open opportunities for them.
Devastating consequences to be sure, yet ones which could easily be avoided by
pursuing a more normative life pattern and maintaining higher expectations.
Avoiding practices that reinforce negative stereotypes. Before even moving on to
disproving negative stereotypes through example, we must first become conscious of
what we currently do that reinforces already entrenched negative stereotypes in the
eyes of the public. Congregation, segregation, treating adults like children, pursuing
devalued roles, lack of emphasis upon social contribution, teaching people about their
rights but not responsibilities, pity appeals, “special“ events, accompanying people
everywhere they go, separate “staff” washrooms, endless leisure, and modeling low
expectations have been the seeds that human services have generously sewn within
the community. And of course the list goes on and on. Is it any wonder that what we
have reaped is social distancing, marginalization and discrimination? Until we change
such practices, we will continue to work against the aspirations of people with
disabilities to lead valued and socially included lives within the community. Until we
change such practices, terms such as ‘valued’ and ‘socially included’ will remain mere
rhetoric, and such aspirations left unattainable.
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Pursuing valued roles that will help combat negative stereotypes. To overcome
the effects of negative stereotyping, it is important to first find out what peoples’
interests and aptitudes are and then pursue the most valued, related roles, that are
realistically achievable. Unemployment and stereotypical devalued work roles such as
janitorial, recycling and fast food accomplish little in shifting societal attitudes about
what people with developmental disabilities are capable of. Worse still, we must ask
ourselves what we are teaching prospective employers, when the overwhelming
majority of employed adults with developmental disabilities work within one of these
three roles? I don’t know about you, but it has been quite some time since I
approached a prospective employer who did not think of janitorial work as the first and
perhaps only option during our initial contact? With millions of roles out there, all it
takes is a little creative imagination and faith to go a whole lot further. For every
interest, there are always at least a few associated roles that are both realistically
achievable and far more valued within today’s society than what has typically become
the norm. Brainstorming can go a long way and yet is something that is tremendously
underutilized within today’s service sector.
Challenging people to acquire new skills and qualifications. In order to grow,
people need to be challenged rather than sheltered. Sheltering produces stagnation
and dependency. Challenge produces skill acquisition and independence. Sure it may
take more time to teach a new skill in some cases, but aren’t the rewards and resulting
increased opportunities worth it. If people with disabilities are going to have any chance
in the community, we need to stop preparing them to be ‘service recipients’ and instead
start preparing them for ‘real life’. And of course, the only way we are going to
accomplish this, is by establishing and maintaining high growth expectations right from
birth.
Teaching new skills also means that as people move toward high school and on into
adulthood, we need to focus on obtaining the academic and skill credentials employers
look for rather than those ‘special equivalents’ which carry no weight whatsoever in the
community. Obtaining a high school completion certificate is not the same as
graduating high school. Completing a segregated computer class is not the same as
having a Microsoft Word graduation certificate from an accredited computer school.
Instead of investing in time fillers, isn’t it time we started investing in teaching the skills
and obtaining the credentials that count?
Promoting autonomy and personal freedom. Ask any community member about
what they think are the biggest barriers to people with developmental disabilities
becoming more included within the community, and the answer almost always
surrounds safety concerns, professional presence, or red tape. If people with
disabilities are going to be included in the community we have to move beyond
community members thinking that they need a college degree to be around them, or
require a professional to keep them safe. In other words, the extent and frequency with
which people with disabilities are able to do things and go places by them self,
correlates strongly with the extent with which they will be accepted, approached and
have normative opportunities opened toward them. As such, it is critical that we
significantly reduce professional presence by investing in establishing natural supports
and increasing the amount of time that each person is able to be safely independent
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within the community.
Focusing on facilitating relationships with valued members of the community. As
I am sure we all remember from high school, who your friends are has a lot to say about
both your current status and future opportunities. “It is not what you know – it is who
you know” as the old adage goes. Yet we often forget such considerations when it
comes to supporting people with developmental disabilities. Instead of pursuing
friendships with people who have status, clout and can open opportunities for them, we
typically either do nothing at all, or only pursue relationships with other marginalized
people. In fact, this trend has become so prevalent that it has even transferred into the
volunteer realm where most roles now pursued by people with developmental
disabilities surround soup kitchens, thrift shops, and recyclers.
While support of such causes would certainly appear noble and perhaps even elevate
our status within the mainstream, we often fail to remember that people with disabilities
are not judged according to the same rules as you or I. As unpalatable and difficult as it
may be able to accept, the reality as it plays out, is that mixing marginalized groups
results in both groups becoming even more devalued through association. In essence,
each group begins to adopt additional negative stereotypes from each other; something
which either group can seldom afford if they want to improve their opportunities and
status within the broader community. We often forget that while we are treated as
unique individuals, marginalized groups are seldom viewed in like manner. Instead,
they are typically treated according to stereotypes which get generalized to the
population of people with developmental disabilities as a whole. We might not like it, or
wish for it to be other wise, but this is the reality that faces marginalized populations on
a daily basis; cold, dark and unfair as it may seem.
Paying careful attention to image and personal appearance. Certainly one of my
personal, pet peeves is going to the mall food court for lunch, seeing human services
staff sitting at one table while groups of people with developmental disabilities are left
eating at another, frequently with food smeared over their faces, and occasionally with
drool running down their chins, while the public looks on. Obviously such images are
disgusting and serve only to reinforce the animal stereotype. And yet, support staff
often remain oblivious to what is going on around them, or at any rate, remain too
preoccupied with their own lunches and social interactions amongst each other to
concern themselves with what others might think.
Similarly, what image does it send to the public when women with disabilities are left to
grow mustaches and beards, adults carry stuffed animals everywhere, or are sent out
for that experimental haircut from a local hairdressing school simply because it costs
less? What message does it send when people attend interviews for clerical jobs in
downtown office buildings while dressed in sweats and without having been prepared
for what an interview entails? What message does it send when people do not shower
for weeks on end and smell so bad that no one would dare have them in their vehicle?
Is this what the concepts of ‘choice’ and ‘self-determination’ have become perverted to
mean? If so, it is time for us to start thinking a whole lot deeper about the impact of
such thinking upon the lives and future opportunities of people with disabilities as a
whole.
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All of this probably sounds pretty familiar. After all, these are patterns that we have
seen again, again, and again. Tried, tested and true, we might say. And yet, despite its
predictive accuracy and the proven effectiveness of such principles, SRV has fallen into
relative obscurity within human services. Why would this be the case? I would propose
three reasons, each of which has little to do with the validity of the approach, but rather
which should serve as shameful reminders to us about the dangers of ignoring social
realities, and placing personal pride or ideologies ahead of people.
First, SRV pulls no punches – rated against the principles of SRV, most service
providers will confront the demoralizing and unpopular reality that good intentions are
not enough; that their current practices may in fact be doing more harm than good;
Second, some people and even entire organizations buy into specific negative
stereotypes - i.e. they believe that adults with disabilities are like children, placing
expectations upon them will be somehow harmful, or that performing a janitorial function
is in fact all that they are capable of; and
Third, some believe that SRV runs counter to promoting personal ‘choice’ and
‘the self-determined life’ - i.e. principles may be viewed and applied rigidly or
prescriptively rather than used as predictive and helpful considerations in determining
how to help each person achieve a richer and more valued life in the community,
Certainly misapplications and perversions of SRV have occurred as they have with all
paradigms and approaches. As such, it is important that we remain alert for them and
address them whenever they are encountered. Amongst such misapplications, the two
most common within human services include:
1. Applying SRV rigidly or in a dogmatic fashion at the expense of informed
decision making; and
2. Further impoverishing lives, by taking away things that reinforce negative
stereotypes, or which do not fit with social norms, BEFORE finding suitable
alternatives to take their place.
Both human service perversions must be guarded against and have strongly contributed
to giving SRV a bad name within human services. And yet, despite its current lack of
popularity, SRV has stood the test of time and continues to provide a reliable road map
to improving the status of people with disabilities within today’s society. Having been
tried, tested and proven highly effective in helping people with disabilities become more
valued and socially included, SRV is an approach that deserves serious re-examination
and resurgence within the disability sector.

The Individual Rights Movement
Following on the heels of Normalization and SRV, the ‘Individual Rights Movement’ first
appeared on the disability scene in the sixties during an era of social upheaval and
Vietnam. Piggybacking on the racial equality, human rights and social justice
movements, the timing couldn’t have been better. Seeds had already been planted by
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‘Normalization’ and ‘SRV’ which assumed a “rights” stance in advocating for people with
developmental disabilities to be freed from institutions, afforded the right to live in the
community, and make choices as autonomous adults a decade or more earlier. Still, it
took until the sixties for these seeds to flourish with the times.
Decades later, laws have been passed aimed at improving physical accessibility,
guaranteeing voter rights, protecting people with disabilities from discrimination, and
affording them the full rights of citizenship. Hard won victories to be sure – ones that
have made a positive difference in terms of improving accessibility and influencing
systemic change. And yet when it comes to helping people with disabilities become
more valued and socially included within the community, the individual rights approach
has fallen somewhat shorter in accomplishing its objectives.
Despite such disappointments, there remains much to be said about pursuing legislated
rights as a safeguarding measure and as a means of providing the foundational
accessibility requirements from which further efforts to facilitate relationships must
spring. As such, assuming a rights orientation to inclusion should be viewed as a
beneficial tool for tackling specific situations, but also as one that should not be
employed within situations where other tools are more likely to be effective. There are
situations where a rights approach is an appropriate and effective tactic such as
influencing policy and governmental change. There are also situations where a rights
approach is the wrong tool for the job, such as convincing your next door neighbor that
inclusion makes sense. In other words, just because the hammer of individual rights
may be taken readily in hand, it is important that we do not begin viewing all potential
obstacles to inclusion as nails. Used in the wrong situation, a rights approach can
produce more harm than benefit in bringing about positive social change.
So what can we learn from the successes and failures of the individual rights movement
that can help us in accomplishing our objectives today?
First, lobbying for legislated rights is a powerful and effective means for
challenging large institutions, i.e. government, educational institutions, etc. There is
little doubt that a rights approach is a useful tool for taking on Goliath power structures
that simply won’t be moved in any other way. Since a rights approach forces everyone
onto an even playing field, size related power discrepancies are vastly reduced through
use of the legislation rule book, so to speak. In other words, since playing by the same
set of rules is mandatory for all those involved, the advantage of size becomes
somewhat less of an issue, and occasionally permits people with disabilities and their
advocates to deliver a big win in terms of opening new doors of opportunity.
Second, legislated rights are vulnerable to the political climate of the time – i.e.
they may not be backed by enforcement and have the potential to be overturned within
the judicial system. Have you ever looked at “mercy killing” conviction rates?
Depressing aren’t they? Somehow within the courts, the lives of people with disabilities
just don’t count for as much. Worse still, when we go to court, legislated rights remain
vulnerable to being overturned at the bench. With many judges effectively creating new
law from the bench by establishing dangerous legal precedents (without even the
benefit of legislative review), going to court often seems to be a coin toss at best. In
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other words, we might achieve what we want, but we may also end up even worse off
than before.
If there is one thing that we must never forget, it is this – large institutions tend to be
very poor losers. Government, corporate, and educational institutions hate being
challenged or forced into doing anything. As such, they will employ every weapon at
their disposal to change the rule book in ways that favor them again coming out on top.
In the end, we sometimes find ourselves having won the battle, but having lost the war.
Third, lobbying for legislated rights does not always go hand-in-hand with
winning hearts and minds. You can write a law about it but that doesn’t mean that
people in the community are going to treat people with developmental disabilities any
differently. In other words, you can’t legislate what people think. You can force people
into meeting criteria established through legislation (provided that such legislation is
enforced), but the risk of producing resentment and even more enemies through the use
of such tactics runs high. And yet, far too often, we try to ram inclusion down people’s
throats by assuming a rights stance, when a few examples or educational discussions
were all that were called for.
While people with developmental disabilities have benefited from efforts to legalize
certain rights we must also realize that this approach is far more effective in working
with large institutions than with small organizations or individual people. Here, a
winning hearts and minds approach is far more effective. A “rights” approach at the
person-to-person level, while occasionally successful, often works against us by
alienating the audience or by just plain ticking people off.
And finally, use of the legal system can be a double-edged sword – either side
can use it. Even as you read this book, powerful lobby groups lead by bioethicists and
composed of the intellectually elite are pressing for laws that would write people with
developmental disabilities out of their rights by labeling them “non-persons”. Others are
pushing for legalization of assisted suicide and euthanasia. Check out the current
situation in the Netherlands or the writings of Peter Singer if you haven’t yet realized
what opening these doors might mean for the future of people with developmental
disabilities.
Of course there are a couple of other issues related to “rights” that we should look at
too. As outlined in previous sections, if there is a way for human services to pervert
something good, they will generally find it. In the case of individual rights, such
perversions have manifested themselves strongly in the form of two disturbing trends,
which must be guarded against and challenged whenever encountered:
1. Over-generalizing or viewing anything that a person wants as a right – for
example, being employed, having sexual relationships, etc. Wants and rights are
two very different things and it is time that we started sorting out the difference
between the two. Frivolous law suits over alleged rights such as not to experience
pain during child birth or air turbulence during flights provide strong indicators of just
how bizarre the rights craze has become within our culture. Just because someone
wants something to be a right, doesn’t make it so.
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Unfortunately, human services are far from innocent on this same point. Let me be
absolutely clear on this issue. No one has a right to a job. They may want a job,
have laws passed to protect them against discrimination while searching for a job,
and have legal measures enacted to protect their rights on the job, BUT they do not
have a right to a job. Obtaining a job that you want takes hard work and obtaining
qualifications. Few employers are going to hand anyone that job on a silver platter –
no matter how much you think they should. When we set people with disabilities up
to believe or even encourage them to become militant in demanding a job without
prerequisite qualifications being in place, we are setting them up for failure and
further rejection.
Similarly, the fact that some have not been successful in finding a boyfriend or
girlfriend does not mean that it is their right to have a sexual surrogate provided. If
this were the case, every high school in North America would require an
accompanying prostitution ring to be provided at public expense.
When we confuse wants with rights, we frequently end up approaching legitimate
needs from some very bizarre standpoints and wasting a whole lot of time and
money in the process; two things we can ill afford. As such, we should not be
surprised that what we often produce is disappointment and further rejection rather
than nobler objectives we may have once set out to achieve. When we confuse
wants with rights, we frequently lead people with disabilities down the garden path
and quite frankly set them up for some pretty big falls. When we confuse wants with
rights, we end up distracting ourselves from the real work that needs doing and
wasting a whole lot of our already stretched resources in the process.
2. Teaching rights without equal attention to societal expectations and
responsibilities – leading many to expect that they should be entitled to whatever
they want and the rest of the world be damned. How often have we neglected to
teach people with developmental disabilities that they have to arrive to work on time,
do tasks when, and how their employer wants, and put in a full days work. How
often have we neglected to teach people with developmental disabilities that aspects
of their job are not negotiable, and in so doing have set them up to be terminated.
Unfortunately, far too often.
Worse still, how often have we presented employment as a choice rather than
societal expectation? For a population that is already heavily stereotyped as being
eternal children, having nothing to offer, and a drain on the economy, we aren’t
doing them any favors by reinforcing such stereotypes or by not preparing them to
live in the real world. And yet, sadly such practices have increasingly becoming the
norm within human services.

Self Determination
Choice, being in control, the master of one’s own fate, “nothing about us without us” –
the banner cries of the Self-Determination Movement. Building upon SRV and the
individual rights movement, self-determination began to make its presence felt in the
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eighties with the intent of freeing people with developmental disabilities from the
oppression of others. After all, who could imagine being even remotely happy with
other people controlling virtually every aspect of your life. More than twenty years later,
the impact of the self-determination movement cannot be underestimated ranging from
huge strides in empowering choice, to the creation of individualized services, personcentered planning, and self-advocacy groups.
So what can we learn from this important movement that will be helpful to us today?
First, quality support has to start with each person’s unique interests, skills and
aspirations. The more that we know about peoples’ interests, skills and aspirations,
the better we can help them find that awesome match between personality and roles
that everyone quests after, but far too few achieve. This, of course requires, spending
the time necessary to do it well, rather than just filling out a few interest inventories and
calling it a day. In instances where such information is lacking, it would even be a
worthwhile investment to spend an entire year just exposing people to new roles and
opportunities, in order to gain a better understanding of both where their interests lie
and what options might exist for their future. And yet, especially in situations where
people have communication and/ or behavioral challenges, one of two things typically
occurs. Either, other people end up deciding what their future will look like for them, or
they end up plugged into the first opportunity that comes along. In both instances, few
good matches between the individual and selected roles end up occurring, and things
tend to unravel rather quickly.
Second, choice is a fundamental component of quality of life. Imagine someone
else making all your decisions and deciding what your future will look like for you,
without so much as a ‘by your leave’. Unfortunately, this remains the sad reality for most
people with developmental disabilities. Decisions ranging from where and with whom
they live, to what activities they will be engaged in, who they can have as friends, and
even the minutia of what they wear each day are far too often made by others. And yet
we seem surprised and often don’t make the connection when people exhibit
‘challenging behaviors’ based upon such injustices.
Another important issue that we must all consider is the extent to which loss of control
makes people with disabilities even more vulnerable to exploitation. While guardianship
orders, and the like, may have the espoused intent of providing protection to people with
disabilities, in reality, the opposite is often manifested. Imagine what it would be like
having someone sign a ‘Do Not Resuscitate Order’ (DNR) authorizing medical
personnel to let you die if anything serious ever happens - when you aren’t even sick
yet! Imagine what it would be like having decisions as serious as whether you will live
or die stripped from you and placed into the hands of others? And yet, such practices
remain common place within today’s service provision world.
Third, uninformed choice is no choice at all. When it comes to human services,
what gets represented as ‘choice’ is often not true choice at all, but rather a convenient
façade behind which many hide the awful fact that manipulating people into ‘choosing’
predetermined options remains the tragic norm. How else can you account for the fact
that the overwhelming majority of employed adults with developmental disabilities are
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working in only three different types of roles – cleaning, recycling and fast food? How
else can you account for the fact that when it comes to leisure, Special Olympics
remains the reigning king and appears to be the only option considered by many? If
people are lead into making predetermined decisions by virtue of what information is left
out, what is provided, and how enthusiastically it is conveyed, then we are no longer
really talking about choice at all – we are talking about manipulation.
Similarly, if a person doesn’t know what all the options are, and/ or has insufficient
experience with the options at hand, they are consistently going to choose what is
familiar. In other words, if you ask an adult with a developmental disability what type of
job they would like to have and the only options that they have seen other service
recipients engaged in are janitorial and recycling, then predictably, most will answer
affirmatively toward one of these options. The results of employing such tactics should
in no way be confused with informed decision making, and yet such ruses are frequently
applied by service providers to lend an illusion of supporting choice and being
progressive to their organization.
Worse still, some go so far as to exploit people with developmental disabilities by
capitalizing on existing ‘people pleasing tendencies’ arising from years of oppression
and trained compliance - a shameful practice to say the least. Having been released
from institutions and segregated services, many find themselves having one form of
oppression merely replaced by a more sophisticated form within the community. Self
determination is about informed and authentic choice, not that which has had the label
of ‘choice’ conveniently stamped upon it as a public relations tactic, but which remains a
lie by any other name.
And finally, no one lives in a vacuum. Years ago we all talked about ‘teaching
independence’ as the ultimate objective of human services. Today, we have come to
realize that no one is an island and that we all rely to one extent or another on people
we trust to help us make good decisions. As such, ‘interdependence’ is now the
objective toward which we strive. While there is certainly a thin line to be tread between
providing sound advice and becoming a ‘benevolent dictator, obtaining good advice
from those we trust remains a critical component of making informed decisions for
nearly all of us.
Despite this realization, many service providers have attempted to cut support networks
entirely out of the decision making process. Recently, I encountered a parent who had
been previously vocal in her opposition to guardianship orders until service provider
manipulation forced her into obtaining one to protect her daughter - something she had
been powerless to accomplish without such legal backing. Imagine the arising
vulnerability imposed by cutting family and those most trusted by the individual out of
planning and decision making processes. Who would be left to provide guidance and
advice? Unfortunately, and despite an enormous conflict of interest, the answer has
increasing become service provision agencies.
Often presented with the accompanying rationale of ‘reducing outside influences’ so that
people can make their own ‘informed decisions’, in many instances, support networks
have been intentionally excluded from decision making processes - leaving service
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providers able to continue business as usual, unchecked, and unchallenged. In other
words, the value of advice from trusted loved ones has become severely slighted within
service provision sector over recent years, resulting in a shift of power away from
people with disabilities and their networks, toward service providers themselves. In the
end, what may at first be presented as something designed to ensure non-manipulated
decision making, ends up being anything but. Adding insult to injury, having won many
such battles, the tendency of most service providers remains to do what is easiest which often means leading people down predetermined paths under a guise of ‘choice’
rather than offering an authentic and beneficial service.
To examine just how far many have strayed from the roots of self-determination, we
need look no further than the current service provision scene. Whatever happened to
self-determination being about five interconnected principles – freedom, authority,
support, responsibility, and confirmation? Whatever happened to the principle of
‘responsibility’ which is now nearly universally neglected by those espousing to adhere
to a self-determination orientation? Where is the recognition that not everything in life is
a choice, and that we all have social responsibilities as well? Where is the awareness
that employment is a social expectation, not a choice or right? Where is the realization
that everything is not about me, that other people have rights too, and that we all live
within the context of a larger society? Where is the recognition that when we ignore
pillars of self-determination, pick and choose amongst them, or view choice in so trivial
a manner, we do so at our peril and the whole house of cards comes tumbling down?
Sadly, when we talk about self-determination today, we are rarely talking about selfdetermination as it was originally formulated and intended. More commonly, service
providers have merely substituted their own definition of what they would like the term to
mean, and have arrived at a place where ‘self-determination’ has become simplistically
equated with ‘satisfaction’ and ‘choice’. As such, ‘choice’ has largely become an end
unto itself, rather than being viewed as only one of five interconnected principles whose
objective was once to help people achieve a better life in the community. Worse still,
even the concept of ‘choice’ itself has been absolved from requirements to be authentic,
informed, and non-manipulated by many within the service provision world.
Self-determination was never intended to be pursued as an end unto itself but rather as
a set of interconnected principles and considerations for helping people get more out of
life, become more valued and richly included in today’s society. Most seem to have
forgotten that without attention to all the principles, we often end up doing more harm
than good. Most seem to have forgotten what authentic self-determination is all about.
In light of all this, it is not surprising that the hallmark cracks of misinterpretation,
misapplication, and lack of critical thinking are fast destroying this important movement.
If self-determination is to survive without suffering the same fate that ‘Normalization’
endured decades earlier, we must rapidly become more thoughtful in its application,
challenge the perversions, and get back to its grass roots before it is too late. If we fail
to accomplish this task, the principles of self-determination will predictably become
increasingly eroded over the next decade until the movement reaches its final demise
and is simply swept aside. Needless to say, this would be a tragic event for people with
disabilities in light of all that self-determination has accomplished and continues to offer
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them, but also one that is far from unprecedented within a sector that chews up and
spits out the remains of promising approaches in near record time.
Having already been cast into an advanced state of perversion by many within the
service provision sector, the only hope for self-determination to survive rests on
seriously challenging the following ten problematic misapplications and stopping them
dead in their tracks:
1. Applying with language of self-determination and choice as mere rhetoric
• Words are cheap - everyone “talks the talk” of teaching and supporting choice even institutions
• Choosing the TV channel or what to wear is not synonymous with living a selfdetermined life
• Offering choice only when it is convenient or the results do not really matter is not
self-determination - it is tokenism
2. Throwing people into the deep end
• Many people have been denied choice making opportunities throughout their life
span and have no reference points from which to choose
• Teaching choice is a process that takes time
• Throwing people into the deep end produces a high casualty rate - many drown
3. Degrading the value of sound advice
• Complete independence or self-determination is a myth
• We all look to those whom we trust to help us make important decisions
• The advice of people that each person trusts is critically important - however
there is also a narrow line between supporting someone to make informed
decisions and becoming a benevolent oppressor
4. Manipulating choice as a means of control
• What information is provided, what is neglected, and how it is conveyed seriously
affect the outcome
• Many people have been “trained to comply” or seek to please those around them
based upon past experiences within controlling environments
• Others consistently answer with the first or last option provided, or with “yes/ no”
to every question
• Getting people to agree with a predetermined course is relatively easy but is not
self-determination - it is manipulation
• When the majority of people with developmental disabilities allegedly “choose”
cleaning roles and segregated activities, the validity of making informed
decisions must be seriously questioned i.e. is it choice or is something else going
on?
5. Not providing sufficient information and experience upon which to base
informed decisions
• In the absence of additional information and experience, people will generally
choose what is familiar – janitorial, bowling, recycling, segregated activities etc.
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•

•
•

It is important not to jump to conclusions too early - any new experience can be
uncomfortable in the beginning. As such, it is important for us to sort out the
difference between anxiety associated with change/ newness and dislike for the
specific roles/ activities/ environments at hand
When choices are doomed to failure from the outset, people need to be provided
with this information even if it is not what they want to hear
The rationale of “learning by natural consequences” could better be termed
“leading people down the garden path”, or “setting people up to fail”

6. Supporting choice while neglecting responsibility
• We all operate within a societal structure where everyone has choices, rights
AND responsibilities – yet services typically only emphasize one side of this coin
• Ignoring the foundational principle of ‘responsibility’ (which includes the
importance of social contribution, using public dollars wisely, and respecting the
rights of others) is rampant within human services and must stop
• Choice without responsibility sets people with disabilities up to be viewed as
children rather than valued, capable, and contributing citizens
7. Neglecting the importance of work/ social contribution
• People with developmental disabilities have historically always been stereotyped
as “economically burdensome” and/ or as having “nothing to contribute”
• Work/ social contribution is not a choice nor a right – it is a societal expectation
(unless you are independently wealthy)
• Society is becoming increasingly utilitarian i.e. worth measured largely in terms of
economic contribution
• Belief that people can or cannot work frequently becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy
• Work roles are one of the first things strangers ask about i.e. “what do you do for
a living?”
• Work roles are one of the most effective routes to developing friendships within
the community
• Those who do not work or volunteer will predictably be viewed as burdens, face
profound societal rejection and isolation
8. Not sufficiently considering the impacts of negative stereotyping
• People with developmental disabilities are prejudged according to prevailing
stereotypes on a daily basis i.e. child, dangerous, incompetent, drain on the
economy etc. – they are rarely viewed as unique individuals by the unfamiliar
• True self determination is impossible without shifting negative societal
perceptions – choices, opportunities and dreams will continuously be frustrated
• What we do to prove negative stereotypes wrong or reinforce them will largely
determine how people with developmental disabilities will be treated in the future.
• Since it is easier to hold on to something that you already believe than to change
your entire thought structure, stereotypes will remain resistant to change until
those situations that prove them wrong through practical example become the
norm rather than the exception.
• Though unfair, every person with a developmental disability is in reality an
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ambassador for the entire population
9. Radical applications
• Self determination provides a tool to help craft a better life – it was never
intended to be an end unto itself
• Freedom and authority are only two principles of self determination but are
frequently applied as if they were the only ones
• Supporting people to go out without a coat in -30 degrees under a guise of
choice is not self determination – it is abuse
• Supporting people not to wear lap belts in wheelchairs because they have the
“right to fall if they so choose” is not self-determination – it is …
10. Applying the words ‘self-determination’ and ‘choice’ as sacred cows
• Use the words “choice” or “self determination” as justification and everyone
backs off – after all who wants to be accused of not supporting choice
• Self determination has been around long enough for people to know how to
manipulate its concepts toward their own desired ends
• One of the most important things we can do is to challenge the deceptions,
rhetoric and rationalizations
• Selective emphasis upon the principles of freedom and authority while ignoring
the remaining principles of self-determination should set the alarm bells ringing
that ‘choice’ has become an idol

The Community Inclusion Movement
Being included in the community - a simple concept when you consider it; most of us
experience it every day. We live in our own home, raise families, go to work or school,
and enjoy genuine friendships. Unfortunately this is not the case for most people with
developmental disabilities. Many of these staples of living an ordinary life in the
community are missing. For some, they may never exist.
Where such essentials do exist, they have generally been hard won largely due to early
efforts undertaken by pioneering parents, families, visionaries within the field and other
allies. From its inception nearly 50 years ago, the fight for community inclusion has
been an uphill battle. Institutionalization for life was the thinking of the day - for the
good of the person, the family and society, so the thinking went. And yet, despite
overwhelming opposition, the community inclusion movement succeeded in mobilizing
advocacy groups, removing family members from institutions and securing rights for
sons, daughters, brothers and friends to have an ordinary life in community. The type of
inclusion we now dream about and actively pursue could scarcely have been imagined
by many of these early pioneers and yet it was their sweat, blood and tears that paved
the way.
Still, we have so far to go. We only need to look to our remaining institutions, group
homes, sheltered workshops and special programs to realize we just aren’t there yet.
Most people with developmental disabilities now live in the community but are excluded
or sheltered from it. Most people have access to an education, but one that is second
rate, more often than not within a segregated classroom and not in their neighbourhood.
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Most people have access to leisure programs or sheltered workshops but relatively few
work full time in the community. Even amongst those who are employed, jobs are
generally low paying and involve duties that few people within the community would
want to do. Most people who volunteer do so in roles associated with other socially
rejected groups such as the homeless or mentally ill rather than around people or within
roles that are valued by the community. In other words, they virtually always get the
scraps not the cream of what society has to offer. They live in parallel to the community
and, while physically present, are clearly not part of it.
So what can be learned from the successes and setbacks of the community inclusion
movement, including its subcomponent parts; the community living, inclusive education
and competitive employment movements, that will further us in our pursuit of social
inclusion and empowerment today?
First, parent groups have been the most successful in lobbying for change – their
record in getting people out of institutions, educated in regular schools, living in the
community and in bringing about policy change speaks for itself.
Second, staying in it for the long haul is required – relationships and inclusion do
not just happen over night. Again this speaks volumes about why families have been so
effective.
Third, external lobbying to change systems and practices is far more effective
than attempting to change systems from within – if you can get fired, you will always
be significantly compromised in how forcefully you can advocate for change.
Fourth, being in the community is not the same as being part of the community –
most people with developmental disabilities remain terribly isolated and socially
excluded from the broader community.
Fifth, you can live in the community and still be institutionalized – institutions do
not rely entirely on walls and fences; they rely on attitudes and a certain way of thinking.
Most group homes and other congregate settings support institutional practices and
ideologies to one extent or another, often without even realizing it. Even private homes
are not exempt from being turned into mini-institutions when the wrong people become
involved.
Sixth, group support (even in small numbers) and congregate services/ settings
work directly against the objective of personal empowerment – the interests of the
individual must regularly be sacrificed to the interests of the group.
Seventh, group support (even in small numbers) and congregate services/
settings work directly against the objective of social inclusion – they daily reinforce
commonly held beliefs that people with developmental disabilities are better off with
their own kind and require some sort of professional training to be around. What
community member is ever going to approach a person with a developmental disability
under these circumstances?
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Eighth, people in the community need to believe that people with developmental
disabilities have something to contribute, and that they have something in
common with them, before most will consider becoming involved – there must be
some basis for forming a relationship. The extent to which people with developmental
disabilities are seen as having something to contribute and in common with other
people in the community, correlates strongly with the extent to which they will be valued,
included, and have otherwise normative opportunities extended to them.
Ninth, mirroring typical life patterns and rhythms goes a long way toward opening
doors for people – for most people this means having a job or going to school during
the day, having their own home, and enjoying leisure activities or going out with friends
during evenings and weekends. The greater the disparity between how people with
disabilities live compared to others in the community, the greater is typically their level
of rejection and isolation.
And finally, for people to be empowered, services must be individualized –
individualized funding, micro boards and other means of pursuing self-directed services
places control where it belongs - with the person and those that care for them.
Built on the backs of parents, other strong advocates and leaders, the community
inclusion movement has come a long way in the past 50 years. Having secured a
rightful physical presence in the community, our challenge now is to take the next step
in promoting commonality, facilitating relationships, and getting people socially included.
Of course, even the community inclusion movement has faced its misunderstandings
and problematic misapplications. Amongst its most detrimental misinterpretations and
practices are the following:
1. Equating physical presence with social inclusion. Physical presence is a
prerequisite condition for pursuing social inclusion but is far from the same thing.
With most community members continuing to think in terms of stereotypes and that
they have little in common with them, it is no small surprise that only 8-12% of
people with disabilities have reciprocal friendships with people in the community
when paid staff, other people with disabilities and family members are excluded for
the calculation. Many think that by just placing people in the community,
relationships will happen naturally. Some even insist that they must develop
naturally without outside involvement or else they will be fake or some how invalid
from the outset. Unfortunately, such thinking has lead to the continued isolation of
far too many people already.
Those who have invested and been successful in relationship facilitation, will be
quick to point out that rarely do relationships occur between people with
developmental disabilities and people in the general community without outside
assistance in the early stages – the gap created by a perceived lack of commonality
is just too great for most to bridge.
2. Becoming tourists in one’s own community. Many within the disability sector
continue to operate under the mistaken assumption that exposing people with
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disabilities to community members by visiting malls, bowling alleys, concerts, bingo
halls, and tourist sites is the same as community inclusion. Unfortunately, by
thinking so superficially about inclusion, those supported by such agencies are
generally left isolated with paid staff, other service recipients, and family members
being the only people in their lives. Instead, a more deliberate and active approach
to facilitating relationships within the community is nearly always called for.
Developing friendships in the community typically requires thoughtful application of
the “same people, same place, same time, over time principle”. It also frequently
requires someone to assume the role of ‘relationship facilitator’ or ‘bridge builder’
during the early stages of the relationship to help both sides bridge the gap and see
what they truly have in common. Relationship facilitation requires establishing
people as regulars, in places where they see the same people over time, and a
skilled community connector to discover what people have in common, facilitate
conversations toward shared interests, help build comfort from both sides and to
gradually fade out of the relationship. In time such relationships become natural and
thrive on their own merits, but seldom do they occur without such initial support.
Sometimes it takes a third set of eyes to help people realize just how much they
really have in common.
3. Pursuing inclusion in groups. Experience has shown again and again, people in
the community are easily overwhelmed with the unfamiliar and therefore attempts to
facilitate relationships in groups simply do not work. Successful relationship
facilitation can only be done 1:1 pure and simple. Make it a rule.
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PART TWO – ROLES BASED PLANNING
Roles Based Planning Introduction

Roles Based Planning is a new and innovative approach to planning that marries the
most beneficial components of Person-Centered Planning, to the critical thought base
associated with Social Role Valorization, and other field best practices to improve social
status, social inclusion, and employment outcomes for marginalized populations.
Since its inception in 2002, Roles Based Planning has produced some of the best
employment and social inclusion outcomes for adults with developmental disabilities in
North America.
Roles Based Planning was first conceptualized and implemented in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, during the summer of 2002. Based upon significant training, financial
investment, six years intensive experience, and the results of a retrospective study
aimed at determining the impact of Person-Centered Planning within the lives of 200
adults with developmental disabilities over a six year period, Roles Based Planning was
intentionally created to further strengthen the planning process and improve associated
outcomes. In essence, Roles Based Planning represents a pooling of field best
practices into a cohesive framework that has not only successfully responded to
common pitfalls associated with Person-Centered Planning, but also been successful in
vastly improving employment, social status, and social inclusion outcomes for people
with developmental disabilities.
While extensive training and thought had gone into implementing Person-Centered
Planning over the previous six years, it had become apparent that it was no longer
achieving all that had been hoped for, or that individuals with developmental disabilities
and their families deserved. In many cases, networks indicated that the process had
stagnated; reporting that while it had definitely produced initial positive impacts within
peoples’ lives and upon service transformation, it had to one extent of another, run its
course. Informed by such observations and study results, and not wanting to throw the
baby out with the bath water, Roles Based Planning therefore sought to preserve the
most beneficial aspects of Person-Centered Planning while going back to the drawing
board to correct components that seemed to serve as a more of a barrier than asset to
social inclusion. From the outset, we recognized that self-determination and personcentred planning had much to offer, but needed to be somehow grounded in a way that
would promote more critical thought. Similarly, we recognized the importance of
empowerment in achieving quality of life, yet didn’t think that this should become a
solitary focus; especially if it came at the high price of remaining excluded and isolated.
Study Results
While many positive impacts associated with Person-Centered Planning were evident
within study results, several problematic areas also emerged that appeared to be either
inherent within the process itself and/or its underlying assumptions.
On the positive side, study results indicated that planning participants felt significantly
more respected and empowered to make decisions in their lives as a result of having
engaged in Person-Centered Planning. Similarly, families and support staff indicated
that they had significantly increased their knowledge base about what planning
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participants liked, began viewing people in terms of gifts and talents (versus deficits),
and heightened their vision about what was possible. At the organizational level,
Person-Centered Planning was also reported as having been a strong influencing factor
in the closure of several agency group homes, sheltered workshops, crew sites, and
enclaves, in favor of more inclusive alternatives.
On the more problematic side, study results also revealed the following ten areas of
concern surrounding Person-Centered Planning:
1. Planning participants generally chose what they thought would be the most fun or
what was most familiar without considering the potential negative impacts of
immediate decisions upon longer term opportunities, societal perceptions, and/or
reinforcement of common negative stereotypes;
2. Employment rates plummeted as people ‘chose’ recreational pursuits over work;
3. Remaining employment roles remained largely stereotypical and devalued - with the
majority of roles continuing to surround cleaning, recycling and fast food;
4. Planning participants frequently hadn’t been provided sufficient experience or
information upon which to base informed decisions;
5. Planning participants had frequently been manipulated into making specific
decisions by support staff and/ or network members who possessed an intimate
knowledge of how to get them to agree with predetermined options;
6. Plans rarely addressed barriers to supporting people for fear of casting anything
negative into the planning process, and perhaps, out of the naive assumption that
such challenges would disappear if people were really receiving exactly what they
wanted;
7. Plan follow through was often not completed i.e. accountability for plan completion
and/or revising plans did not occur naturally within most networks;
8. Many support staff began to use the rationale of “choice” as justification for
continuing questionable support practices, i.e. the word “choice” became a ‘sacred
cow’;
9. Despite planning participants feeling more empowered and increasing physical
presence within the community, they really weren’t becoming any more valued or
socially included; and
10. Many networks indicated that Person-Centered Planning was overly utopian and at
times harmful to their son or daughter; reporting that it lead them down the
proverbial ‘garden path’ only to be disappointed in the end.
Based upon such findings, it became obvious that while Person-Centered Planning
provided many beneficial outcomes for people with developmental disabilities, it did not
fully take into account societal dynamics, manipulating influences upon the person and/
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or the importance of social contribution, and therefore resulted in the creation of
counterbalancing negative impacts. In other words, the potential for Person-Centered
Planning to significantly impact people’s lives for the positive was strongly correlated
with the extent to which such factors had been, or had not been, taken into
consideration.
Foundational Conclusions
Based on the preceding study results, the following set of conclusions were established
which would later provide the foundational building blocks for the creation of Roles
Based Planning:
1. Planning needed to be rooted in something deeper than an overly simplified notion
of choice; something that would guarantee critical discussion and provide a
stabilizing framework or reference point when things went wrong or got messy;
2. Planning needed to consider the culture, times and social realities within which we
live. In other words, it needed to pay more attention to the challenges, barriers and
stereotypes, that would be encountered on a day to day basis rather than ignore
their existence, plan for a hypothetical person, and hope for the best;
3. Planning needed to place additional emphasis upon informed decision making by
providing people with extensive exposure to options related to their interests,
introducing them to new options in comfortable ways, and providing them with sound
advice;
4. Planning needed to actively promote the importance of work/ social contribution over
leisure, and present employment as a societal expectation rather than as a choice or
right;
5. Planning needed to shift focus from filling schedules with activities and keeping
people entertained, to addressing factors that would make more of a positive
difference in their lives as its foremost priority i.e. responding to their most pressing
needs. Note - this statement should in no way be construed to mean that leisure
has no place in people’s lives, but rather that it receives a far disproportionate
amount of attention from human service agencies, even when over arching needs
like having friends in the community, a means to communicate, and employment
remain void;
6. And finally, planning needed to move beyond being accountable for process only,
and hold itself accountable to the higher standard of achieving positive outcomes.
Put another way, planning needed to be about more than simply promoting choice and
having fun if it is to make a tangible difference in peoples’ lives. Good planning needs
to be founded upon each person’s interests, dreams and aspirations but also requires
consideration of the culture, times, and social realities within which we live. It requires
critical discussion and intense debate about societal expectations, the reality of
stereotypes and what will make the most positive difference in the life of each person. It
requires that we identify and plan to surmount the barriers that are sure to be
encountered. It requires emphasis upon the importance of social contribution, image
and intentional relationship facilitation. It requires providing people with disabilities with
the information and experience necessary to make truly “informed decisions”, including
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that information which may be difficult to hear.
Broader still, four additional ideological conclusions were adopted as core components
of Roles Based Planning’s conceptual foundation. First, radical (mis)application of selfdetermination principles was likely to result in personal empowerment but usually came
at the expense of remaining devalued and socially excluded by the community.
Second, radical (mis)application of social role valorization principles was likely to result
in social valuation and inclusion but usually came at the expense of personal
empowerment. Third, by marrying the principles of self-determination to those of social
role valorization, a win-win situation could be achieved in which all objectives could be
successfully accomplished i.e. social valuation, inclusion and empowerment. And
finally, when the principles of each paradigm were in conflict, adhering to the principles
of informed decision making would provide the most ethical basis upon which to decide
a course of action. By necessity, informed decision making would also require the
presentation of information about anticipated negative ramifications likely to arise from
selecting specific options being included as part of the choice process. And so, based
upon such foundational conclusions, Roles Based Planning was born.
What is Roles Based Planning?
Roles Based Planning is a thoughtful means of personal planning that:
1. Starts with the dreams and interests of each person;
2. Ensures each person has been provided with sufficient information and direct
experience to make informed decisions about their future – including awareness of
potential negative outcomes associated with their choices;
3. Applies critical thought to how each dream or interest can be pursued in ways that
will help each person be seen as a valued, contributing citizen, and optimize their
opportunities for developing friendships;
4. Identifies and attempts to overcome the negative impacts of societal stereotypes
upon people with disabilities;
5. Identifies and responds to each person’s most pressing needs and barriers to
success as part of the planning process; and
6. Shifts focus from filling time with activities to thoughtfully and thoroughly pursuing
valued roles and relationships within the community.
In short, it is intended to help people achieve the good things in life and be seen as
valued, contributing citizens.
Underlying Beliefs
• Each person, supported by those who are closest to them, is capable of identifying
their interests, dreams, and making important decisions about their future;
•

Everyone has the capacity for growth and learning throughout their lifespan;

•

Service providers bear a heavy obligation to ensure that people they support are
making informed decisions, especially where such decisions are likely to have
negative impacts on how community members are likely to perceive them and/or
other people with developmental disabilities;

•

Informed decision making, requires provision of direct experience surrounding
options rather than asking abstract questions from which the person has no
reference point to answer;
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•

Valued roles and friendships within the community provide each person with the best
opportunities to achieve the good things in life while simultaneously helping to break
down negative societal stereotypes about people with developmental disabilities;

•

Any interest can be explored in ways that will optimize opportunities for achieving
valued roles and friendships within the community. Unfortunately, the opposite is
also true;

•

The vulnerability of people with developmental disabilities to negative stereotypes,
discrimination and devaluation make it necessary to think deeply on all issues of
support from a standpoint of what additional efforts are required to overcome
existing negative stereotypes, and going the extra mile in order to prove them wrong;

•

Society is unlikely to adopt the view of all people having inherent worth on any large
scale without efforts to improve the image, skills and contributions made to society
by people with developmental disabilities;

•

Work is a societal expectation for those of working age not a choice or right.
Those who do not work will predictably be: viewed as burdens, marginalized,
discriminated against, denied rights and opportunities by the majority of society;

•

While not everyone is able to work on a full-time basis due to physical or medical
conditions, some form of societal contribution within the limitations of such
condition(s) remains a societal expectation. Again, where such contribution is not
evident, people will predictably be: viewed as burdens, marginalized, discriminated
against, denied rights and opportunities by the majority of society; and

•

Barriers to the success of plans can be addressed in empowering ways and must be
included in the development of any realistic plan.

Practical Considerations
• Roles Based Planning means pursuing valued roles and friendships within the
community as a priority, rather than just doing activities and filling time;
•

Roles Based Planning means pursuing the most valued roles that are realistically
achievable based on each person's interests;

•

Roles Based Planning means setting standards high, stretching to accomplish more
and not settling for what is easy or convenient;

•

Roles Based Planning means tearing down negative stereotypes and prejudices by
proving them wrong through practical example;

•

Roles Based Planning means having a normal rhythm of the day including the
expectation of employment, volunteering, or some other form of social contribution;

•

Roles Based Planning means pursuing social inclusion and individualized support
rather than segregation and group activities;

•

Roles Based Planning means providing people with a meaningful day that is based
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on their interests and is focused on pursuing concrete goals and valued roles;
•

Roles Based Planning means having high expectations for people with
developmental disabilities and treating them as adults;

•

Roles Based Planning means increasing peoples’ skills, independence and
autonomy;

•

Roles Based Planning means maximizing the use of positive role models and
community settings to increase learning;

•

Roles Based Planning means ensuring people have sufficient information and direct
experience with the options to make informed decisions;

•

Roles Based Planning means people with developmental disabilities making their
own decisions with the support of people close to them;

•

Roles Based Planning means talking about the barriers and finding ways to
overcome them;

•

Roles Based Planning means adding whatever additional supports are required for
success, for example, augmentative communication, positive behavior supports,
medical, etc.;

•

Roles Based Planning means getting together often to review results and decide the
next steps;

•

Roles Based Planning means lots of brainstorming and strategizing; and

•

Roles Based Planning means being an empowered and valued part of the
community not just being physically present.

Differences Between Person-Centred Planning & Roles Based Planning
Roles Based Planning differs from Person Centred Planning in both underlying beliefs
and practical considerations surrounding the planning process itself. The following table
highlights areas, where more significant differences exist between the two approaches.
Person-Centered Planning

Roles Based Planning

Facilitators follow lead of person and
network.

Facilitator’s role expanded to include
challenging networks to apply field, best
practices and SRV principles when
deciding how and where to pursue the
person’s dreams and interests.
Prioritizes person’s most pressing needs,
i.e. what will have the most impact in
improving their quality of life as top
priority e.g. employment, friends, being
able to communicate effectively etc.

Prioritizes what person wants/enjoys most
as foremost priority.
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Rarely addresses barriers within the
planning process.

Considers addressing barriers an
essential element of planning but does so
in a respectful and empowering way.

Results in completing lists of activities.

Moves beyond activities to holistically
pursue valued roles – considers selection
of optimal:
• Environments – to set up conditions
where people can be seen at their
best and maximize potential for
facilitating relationships.
• Associations/people/contacts – to
enhance image, increase positive role
modeling, network, and improve
opportunities for the future.
• Timing – to ensure people come into
contact with the same people on a
regular basis thereby increasing
opportunities for successful
relationship facilitation.
• Activities – to challenge growth and
tear down negative stereotypes, i.e.
child, incompetent, nothing-to-offer,
drain on society, etc.
• Language learning opportunities – to
ensure people are equipped with the
language and terminology necessary
to be taken seriously within their
specific roles.
• Active and passive learning
mechanisms – to accelerate the
learning curve.
• Personal image – to ensure people
dress for success and put their best
foot forward by creating a positive
impression
Goes the extra mile by pursing enjoyable
activities at optimal times, in optimal
community locations, and with maximum
effort to actively facilitate relationships.
Attempts to mirror societal norms as a
means to dispel negative stereotypes,
promote commonality, and social
inclusion. Always considers legitimate
program roles to avoid making people
appear incompetent.
Highly conscious of vulnerability to
stereotyping, avoids reinforcing negative
stereotypes and attempts to prove them
wrong through practical example.

Enjoyment of activities often seen as ends
unto themselves.
Does not directly address issue of societal
norms or distinguish between legitimate
program roles.

Does not directly address vulnerability to
or potential reinforcement of negative
stereotypes.
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Presents employment as an option or
choice.
Action plans generally project one year
into the future.
Accountable for process only.
Rooted in self determination paradigm.

Presents employment/social contribution
as a societal expectation.
Action plans project no more than three
months into the future to increase
flexibility and responsiveness.
Accountable for both process and
outcomes.
Marries principles of Self-Determination
to those of Social Role Valorization to
improve grounding and promote critical
thinking.

Roles Based Planning Outcomes
Based upon four years of implementation in the lives of 200 adults with developmental
disabilities (most of which were contained within the original study), Roles Based
Planning has strongly outpaced Person-Centered Planning in achieving positive
outcomes by producing the following results:
Note – results tabulated using the end point of six previous years of Person-Centered
Planning as the baseline.
965% increase in people pursuing all activities during service hours in a fully inclusive
manner – last calculation 90%
944% increase in people who have at least one friend in the community – last
calculation 57%
938% increase in people employed above minimum wage within the community – last
calculation 73%
936% increase in average hourly wages – last calculation $8.18/hr
9Elimination of wage exemptions
9Enhanced nature of employment roles being obtained – micro fiche, data entry,
certified daycare worker, security, cashier, retail, skilled trades, manufacturing etc.
9Highest service provider satisfaction ratings ever achieved from people with
disabilities and their family members.
So back to the question: what would it take for people with disabilities to be both
included “and” empowered? It would take a marriage of the principles of selfdetermination to those of social role valorization. It would take learning from the
successes and failures of all the paradigms critiqued in part one of this book. It would
take critical thought and applying best practices. And this is what Roles Based Planning
is all about.
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Important Lessons Learned During the Process
First, don’t try to be all things to all people. Approximately five per cent of people
left service during the transition process due to some families continuing to want a more
sheltered, leisure-based service for their son or daughter. While the planning team
initially received criticism for families leaving, it has actually turned into a blessing of
sorts. Where people are adamant that they want a segregate/congregate type of
service, they can always find one – it doesn’t mean that you have to be that provider.
Trying to be all things to all people essentially means that you don’t stand for anything –
enough said. Stay true to vision, stay the course and those that are attracted to a vision
of social inclusion and empowerment will come.
Second, invest heavily in training that promotes critical thought. Had we not
invested in SRV training and sending our leadership team and planning facilitators to
PASSING training (application of rating tool associated with SRV), we would not have
been able to achieve the strides we have made. Send people to conferences each year
to bring back new ideas and perspectives, but critically analyze them before
implementing – too many fads have swept across the field gaining widespread
acceptance, wasting peoples’ time and money only to eventually be discredited.
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Third, remain conscious that in lieu of direct experience, people will choose
what is familiar, or be manipulated into choosing predetermined options.
Providing a façade of choice while neglecting the principles of informed decision making
is unethical and has no place within the planning process. Nonetheless, such deceptive
tactics appear to be more the norm than the exception within today’s service provision
world. As such, it takes asking lots of critical questions, sticking to the issue like a dog
on the end of a bone, and not permitting evasive answers, to weed out the deceptions,
and ensure people are able to make truly authentic choices.
Fourth, train a team of strong facilitators and keep them distinctly separate from
direct services. Ideally, planning facilitators would be external to service agencies to
maintain a higher degree of objectivity, increase their ability to challenge service
providers, and avoid conflicts of interest associated with doing in-house planning. The
closer connection that planning facilitators have to service programs or agencies, the
more they will be compromised in their ability to challenge shameful service practices
for fear of losing their jobs. Where planning facilitators are not able to remain distinctly
separate from service provider control due to funding or other considerations, the
minimum acceptable standard would be for them to remain distinctly separate from
direct support programs for the same reasons as previously listed.
Facilitators need to be assertive, have strong people skills and strong backgrounds
surrounding self-determination, SRV, planning facilitation, relationship facilitation,
augmentative communication, and behavioural support. They need to be unwavering in
their commitment to a vision of inclusion and empowerment – both together, not one or
the other. Facilitators need to be willing to put themselves on the line to teach and,
where necessary, challenge people, programs, and processes, even at the true risk of
losing their jobs, if that is what is required to create real and lasting change.
Fifth, remain small or downsize. Service provider size serves as a major obstacle to
providing a flexible, individualized service. The larger one grows, the more things have
to become standardized in order for operations to run smoothly, and the more dollars
get eaten up maintaining operations rather than supporting people to achieve their goals
and aspirations. When it comes it agency size – bigger is definitely not better.
Sixth, tackle the problems rather than taking the path of least resistance. Today,
far too many service providers give in on issues that they know will be detrimental to
people with disabilities, and make compromises that are not really theirs to make, in
order to avoid conflict, or having to take on more work. Phrases such as “the writing is
already on the wall”, “we have to consider optics”, or “everyone else is already doing it”,
should set the alarm bells ringing that those who receive service are about to be sold
out and the “spin machine” is about to kick into high gear. Today we have become far
too comfortable with avoiding problems rather viewing obstacles as simply that –
something which currently stands in our way but can be surmounted with a little
creativity and hard work.
Seventh, develop strong agency and program outcome measurement systems
that complement the planning process, and evaluate progress toward core
program functions. Make use of quantitative results, satisfaction surveys and
evaluative interviews conducted by external people to determine success. Examining

results from as many perspectives as possible, at both micro, and macro levels, pays
huge dividends when it comes to eliminating barriers and moving forward.
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Eighth, set the bar high. Set ambitious goals that cause people to stretch. Our
experience has been that achieving a 75 per cent success rate in accomplishing
planning goals is optimal. Anyone can achieve 100 per cent by pursuing non-ambitious,
watered down goals but we believe people deserve better than that. Set the bar high,
be ambitious, and stretch people hard.
Ninth, write goals in a concrete and measurable format that minimizes subjective
evaluation of success. Use timelines for goal completion and indicators of success so
that everyone is clear on what is required. If timelines or indicators are not met – even
some of them, count the goal as unmet. Don’t be tempted to artificially inflate success
rates through rationalization. Mediocre service is too high of a price to pay for token
attempts to boost morale. When people see the difference they have made over a few
years time, employee morale will soar far higher for having stuck to ambitious goals.
Tenth, evaluate goals in terms of outcomes versus actions taken. For the people
that we plan with, it doesn’t matter how much energy we pour into something. What
counts is, did it work? If we counted attempts instead of results as successes, we
would be doing each person a great disservice.
Eleventh, watch outcome measures for unexpected problems and resolve them
early in the process. Early on, we realized that employment rates and the variety of
industries in which people were finding employment were climbing but that most new
jobs were still doing janitorial and recycling. Had we not also been tracking the primary
duties of jobs we wouldn’t have been aware of this. It is simply staggering how many
job titles people can come up for janitorial work. Of course, once we became aware of
the problem, we were able to work toward replacing janitorial and recycling jobs with
employment roles that are more valued within the community. Looking for common
denominators such as job duties helps to paint a clearer picture of what is really going
on.
Twelfth, don’t be tempted to rationalize poor results or argue from isolated
examples or stories. Look to the larger patterns to determine what works. Service
providers have become far too comfortable with rationalizing poor results or
embellishing a success story or two as evidence that they do great work. Even
institutions can generate one or two success stories – this doesn’t mean what they are
doing is justified or in the bests interests of people with developmental disabilities.
Similarly, there will always be isolated examples of situations that turned out well
despite standing in contradiction to best practices – such instances do not discredit best
practice principles, but should rather be viewed for what they are – anomalies. In other
words, just because you crossed the street without looking and got away safely with it
today, doesn’t mean that similar actions are advisable or that you won’t get run over by
a bus tomorrow.
And finally, invest the personnel and time necessary to do planning well. Spend
as much time as it takes to get to know how people indicate their preferences and what
they want for their future. Spend a proportional amount of time discussing how to

pursue that future in ways that are responsible, makes sense and, most importantly,
that will lead to both inclusion and empowerment.
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PART THREE – ROLES BASED PLANNING TOOLS
& FACILITATION
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Roles Based Planning Facilitation Guidelines

The following guidelines are relevant to all Roles Based Planning tools and thus have
not been included within descriptions for each individual tool:
Facilitator Training
Prior to facilitating any planning meeting, facilitators should ensure they have completed
the following prerequisite training requirements in order to optimize success:
1. Complete a three day social role valorization workshop
2. Complete PASSING training – rating tool attached to social role valorization
Note - PASSING acronym stands for “Program analysis of service systems
implementation of normalization goals”;
3. Complete a one day “Introduction to Roles Based Planning” workshop
4. Complete a three day “Roles Based Planning for Planning Facilitators” skills training
workshop
5. Participate in a real life planning meeting as the participant while having own
network in attendance; and
6. Possess solid working knowledge and experience related to the following additional
topics:
a) Group facilitation/mediation;
b) Self-determination;
c) Relationship facilitation;
d) Employment development;
e) Community development;
f) Positive behavior support; and
g) Augmentative communication.
Planning Prework
Prior to facilitating planning meetings, facilitators should strive to meet, and build rapport
with both the individual who will be participating in planning, and each member of their
network on an individual basis. Facilitators should view such meetings as an ideal
opportunity to gather background information, and brainstorm new ideas that will be
useful within the planning process. Facilitators should also view such meetings as a
valuable opportunity for conducting additional education surrounding field best practices
and how they might be used to the benefit of each individual. Refer to www.antimarginalization.com to download a free copy of the “Roles Based Planning Foundational
Discussions & Information Gathering Tool” to serve as a guide during the prework
phase of planning.
Challenging the Group to Raise the Bar
Facilitators should be prepared to challenge service agencies and support networks to
raise the bar of expectations, and/or interject opportunities to learn about best practices
into applicable components of the planning meeting. Challenging is generally the most
successful when the entire group can be enlisted in brainstorming alternative ways of
pursuing the individual’s interests, with an eye toward increasing opportunities for being
included, valued, and developing relationships. Our experience has been that most
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people are enthusiastic about new ideas that have the potential for improving quality
of life and becoming more socially included. While not every challenge or opportunity to
speak about best practices will result in changes being made, many of them will. Where
successful, challenges of this nature generally provide tremendous positive payoffs to
the person over both the short and long term.
Areas that most frequently require challenging include:
• Segregated/congregated/sheltered settings and activities;
• Maintaining socially normative expectations;
• Recognizing potential for growth and learning throughout the lifespan;
• Age appropriateness;
• Sheltering/over protectiveness;
• Time fillers/time wasters/lack of meaningful activity;
• Graduated models of thinking – “when they have the skills and are ready”, or
referring to a janitorial role as “an entry level position”;
• Whether or not a group, place or activity is valued in terms of societal perceptions –
stick to broader societal perceptions to avoid being drawn into conflict surrounding
individual differences of opinion;
• Being too general in ways that leave what is said open to dangerous
misinterpretation or misapplication;
• Focusing on deficits – inability to envision a positive future or see a person’s gifts;
and
• Service provider apathy or desire to do what is most convenient.
Tips for Responding to Challenging Planning Situations
Limited Communication
9Allow more time for pre-work phase of planning
9Pay close attention to non-verbal communication
9Use graphic and picture formats – watch for reactions +/- , ask to choose ones they
might enjoy, sort into categories or prioritize
9Rely more on direct exposure to options and identify reactions +/9Tend toward shorter meetings – go at it a little at a time
9Connect with members of support network to learn more about interests and how the
person communicates
9Have someone that knows the person well and is able to interpret their reactions
accurately attend all meetings
9Note and maintain graphics of things person responded to for use in future meetings
9Assume person will respond to questions in some way and give more time
9Go at issues from multiple angles to confirm consistency/ accuracy or responses –
watch for patterns
9Will sometimes need to go on intuition/ gut feeling
Says Yes To Everything/ Easily Swayed By Others
9Spend more time getting to know the person prior to their planning meeting so that
you can more readily read their responses
9Avoid yes/ no questions
9Emphasize the use of open ended questions
9Ask same question using different wordings
9Provide reassurance that it is okay to say “no”
9Look for patterns in responses over time
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9Ask to make choices between options
9Get ideas on how best to approach and/ or word things from support network
9Pay extra attention to non-verbal communication
9Ask to choose what they want from a group of options
9Respond positively to whatever choice the person makes so they can’t get a read on

what you might think is best
9Try using technology – make choices using a computer
9Ask person to write their response – may be easier than saying it for some people
Saying No To Everything
9Watch non-verbal communication closely to assess true response
9Get ideas on how best to approach and/ or word things from support network
9Ask to choose between an array of options
9Assess if response is different when responding to words, graphics, pictures or
direct experience – emphasize whichever tends to yield most accurate response
9Consider whether the person may be shy, or fear trying new things due to limited
range of experience – may need extra support in this area
9Expect person to first visit/ watch/ experience options before accepting a “no”
answer – ensure decision is an informed one
Typically Repeats First or Last Answer/ Option
9Lay out a range of options ahead of time in an unorganized/ abstract manner (i.e.
avoid laying out in rows, or in ways where there is an obvious first/ last option)
9Ensure person is not able to observe you as you lay out options so that they can’t
see what you touched or looked at first/ last
9Use open ended questions
9Judge reactions by reaction/ non-verbal communication
9Watch for consistency in responses over time
9Use pictures and graphics to assess reaction
9Connect with support network to determine best approaches in determining
preferences
Support Network Member(s) or Staff Present a Different Agenda Than Planning
Participant
9Connect with all key members of network prior to meeting to determine potential
conflicts in this area
9Validate concerns and explore their roots prior to suggesting alternatives
9Share success stories
9Use the planning prework phase to gather essential background information,
conduct best practices education and engage each network in brainstorming positive
alternatives
9Emphasize benefits of best practices and pursuing a particular course of action
9Build in safeguards/ negotiate small steps in desired direction
9Prove person’s ability through real life success
9Share person’s gifts, strengths and how others see their potential
9Determine and coordinate what will, and will not, be discussed with participant and
network members prior to planning meeting to ensure comfort and no surprises
9Support choice of participant not to invite, or re-invite specific people to future
meetings

9Consider working with the person to do up a graphic of their dreams/ desires prior
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to the meeting and engage them in presenting it to the group for feedback as a
starting place
9Do not proceed to the planning meeting phase until most network members are on a
similar page or everyone can agree on a structure that will ensure the focus remains
positive
Dreams Appear Unrealistic
9Probe deeper to pull out underlying meaning/ importance of the dream
9Determine how the underlying desire/ need can be satisfied in ways other than the
literal form in which the dream was first expressed
9Don’t assume the connection between the dream and underlying desire is a direct
one e.g. one person may say they want to be a doctor because they want to help
people, another might say the same thing because they want to be respected
9Don’t assume that words mean the same to the person as they do to everyone else
9Explain the role and the reality of what qualifications would be required
9Be straight with the person about things that are not possible and immediately follow
up with options which might satisfy their underlying desire/ need – do not lead them
down the garden path
Has Difficulty Dreaming
9Try different words to explain the concept of dreaming
9Avoid reference to the word “dream” or similar words if they appear too abstract
9Try down scaling terminology to “what the person likes or wants”
9Look at the nightmare and consider its opposite to be the dream
9Be very open-ended e.g. if you had all the money in the world what would you want
to do?
9Provide direct exposure/ experience to a wide variety of options to promote informed
decision making – look for reactions
9Connect with network members to gather more information
9Use open ended statements such as “I always wanted to …” and have the person fill
in the rest
Participant Identifies Devalued Roles As Preference
9Don’t assume this is an informed decision – it may be the only option the person
knows of or has experienced
9Provide real life exposure and experience to a broad range of options based upon
person’s known interests before asking them to make important decisions about
what they want for their future
9Explain negative impacts of devalued roles and benefits associated with roles that
are more positive
9Ensure person knows what the options are all about – avoid abstract questions from
which the person has no reference point to answer/ expose to unfamiliar options first
9If other people first suggested or are pushing a devalued option, place the onus on
them to demonstrate both its value and that the person is making a truly informed
decision
9Suggest alternative, more valued options that closely align with the person’s
interests

9Brainstorm a variety of roles and then engage everyone in evaluating the pros and
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cons of each option individually
9If the person if making a truly informed decision, support it!

Setting the Scene and Introductions
1. Ensure planning meetings occur in comfortable settings – ideally in the individual’s
own home and away from service provider environments;
2. Use a large dry erase whiteboard instead of paper rolls whenever possible to allow
for easy corrections without ruining the graphic - take a digital photo afterward and
enlarge it for distribution;
3. Start all planning meetings with introductions and a positive icebreaker; and
4. Review time commitment and provide a brief overview of the selected planning tool
prior to launching in to the meeting.
The Visioning Component
Before recording anything in this section:
• Discuss each interest/idea, etc. individually to determine how it can be pursued in
the most valued way; and
• Ensure person and network are in agreement about details.
Where the person does not yet have a precise sense of what they would like their future
to look like, or have had too limited experience to make an informed decision:
• Stay more general about desired direction, for example, have a job related to
interests; and
• Brainstorm and include a few examples of related ideas that the individual might
like to explore, for example, construction labourer, car detailer, shipper/ receiver
etc.
Before ending the visioning component, facilitators should consider introducing
additional life spheres that have not yet been discussed but which may be key to
improving quality of life, for example, relationships, work, education, home life, leisure,
religious worship, etc.
The Wrap Up
• Conclude all planning meetings by thanking everyone for attending and for their
commitment to helping the individual pursue their desired future;
• Ask for a quick round of feedback about how people felt about the process and what
was achieved; and
• Review any logistical details of how and when plan will be distributed – we
recommend enlarging a digital colour photograph to letter size paper for distribution
purposes.

ROLES BASED PLANNING TOOL No.1
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VISION FOR A VALUED FUTURE
Time Commitment: Approximately two hours
When to Use this Tool?
• As an initial or follow up planning tool;
• When a structured tool is desirable to build network cohesion/support of a common
vision; or
• When focused attention to any or all of the following issues would be of benefit:
- Lack of valued roles within the community;
- Lack of reciprocal friendships within the broader community; or
- Tangible support challenges exist.
When Not to Use this Tool?
• When working with a specific/ narrow issue, goal, or topic; or
• When the individual desires a more informal approach to planning.

Tool Steps
Step One – Milestones or Goal Review

The Vision for a Valued Future tool may be used as either an initial or follow up planning
tool. Where it is used as an initial planning tool, the first step will address milestones.
Where used as a follow up tool, the milestones section should be deleted and replaced
with a goal review component.
Milestones
1. Discuss the importance of understanding the impact of the person’s past upon
shaping who they are today and what they desire for the future;
2. Draw upon all network members to identify significant events from this individual’s
past and record them according to a chronological timeline. Within this section, it
may be useful to use the analogy of dividing the person’s life into a series of
chapters or significant phases; and
3. Draw on everyone to discuss what impacts these events have had on this person,
i.e. how has this set of life events affected this person or would be expected to affect
anyone.
You may want to consider:
• Expectations, and treatment by others;
• Role modelling impacts;
• Learning, education, and personal growth impacts;
• Nature, and number of unpaid relationships;
• Employment status, prospects, and roles;
• Financial impacts;
• Personality, and emotional impacts;
• Medical impacts;

•
•

Self-expectations, and desires for the future; and
Opportunities for the future etc.
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Goal Review
1. Review each goal that the individual was working on over the past year to identify:
• Successes and accomplishments;
• Barriers encountered, how they were addressed, and the results;
• Whether all commitments were accomplished; and
• What else still needs to be attended to (if anything) to achieve the goal.

Step Two – Current Relationships
1. Using Circles of Support graphic (Falvey, Forest, Pearpoint & Rosenberg), solicit
and record who is currently in this person’s life by filling in each of the four circles:
a) First Circle – The circle of INTIMACY
• List the people that are closest to the individual – the people that they
can’t imagine living without/those they love and deeply trust; and
• Discuss how frequently this person sees and/or has contact with those in
their circle of intimacy.
b) Second Circle – The circle of FRIENDSHIP
• List friends with whom this individual has reciprocal visits/those that didn’t
quite make the first circle;
• Where necessary clarification may need to occur with respect to the
definition of friendship. For example, the store clerk or bus driver who
says “hi” is not the same as a friend; and
• Discuss how frequently this person sees and/or has contact with those in
their circle of friendship and what they have in common.
c) Third Circle – The circle of PARTICIPATION
• List acquaintances, i.e. people that this individual sees regularly but
whose relationship has not yet progressed to going out together, or doing
things unrelated to the usual location or activity;
• Discuss how frequently this person sees and/or has contact with those in
their circle of participation and what they have in common; and
• Identify people in the circle of participation who this individual wants to get
to know better.
d) Fourth Circle – The circle of EXCHANGE
• List people who are paid to provide some sort of service or interact with
this individual by virtue of their role, for example, paid supports, store
clerks, bus drivers, etc.; and
• Identify any people in the circle of exchange who genuinely seem to like
this person and whom they would like to get to know better.
2. Discuss how this person’s circle of support compares to most peoples’ within the
community;
3. Identify voids - who is missing and what are the impacts?
4. Discuss some of the key principles of successful relationship facilitation – use this as
a teaching opportunity;
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5. Generate and record ideas from the network aimed at pursuing/expanding/
deepening relationships with those identified through the circles of support exercise;
6. Generate and record ideas for meeting additional people in the community who have
common interests – consider how principles of relationship facilitation might be
applied;
7. Determine if changes in location where regular activities are conducted might
increase the chances for success in facilitating relationships with members of the
community; and
8. Whenever possible, generate plans to actively facilitate relationships with at least
one community member in each location that this individual frequents, for example,
work, recreation centres, classes etc.

Step Three – Current Valued Roles
Discussion
1. Discuss the impact of roles i.e. they are largely life defining. The first question many
people will ask when they meet you is often “what do you do”? They are searching
for roles that you occupy and will initially make assumptions about you based on the
roles that you hold;
2. Clarify that some roles are based upon birth relationship and are valued primarily
within the family itself. Others are based upon what a person does and what roles
they have earned through their own efforts;
3. Identify that the broader community generally values or devalues people and groups
based on the latter category;
4. Outline some of the more common stereotypes about people with developmental
disabilities and provide examples of why people in the broader community may
believe they are true, for example, child, drain on society, incompetent, dangerous
etc.;
5. Discuss the impacts of being stereotyped on how this person will be treated, and
what opportunities they will be provided in the future; and
6. Discuss how valued roles can be a powerful means of proving negative stereotypes
wrong and increasing opportunities for the future.
Group Facilitation & Recording
1. Generate and record VALUED roles that this individual currently occupies – both
family and earned roles;
2. Delve into each listed role to identify what is involved;
• What are the expectations of the role?
• Would other people in the community see this as a role or merely an activity?
• Is the role truly valued in the eyes of the broader community, i.e. does it cast the
person in a positive light, or contribute to further rejection? It should be noted
that the necessity of specific duties being completed does not necessarily mean
the role is valued. “Necessity” and “valued” can be two very different things;
3. Where devalued roles are presented as something valued, challenge the group to
look at broader societal perceptions and consider how the role may reinforce
negative stereotypes; and
4. Compare the nature and number of the individual’s earned valued roles compared to
other people in the community and discuss impacts.
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Step Four – Skills, Abilities, Talents and Interests
1. Elicit the following information from the person and their network: what are this
person’s skills, abilities, talents and interests? What is this person good at, and what
do they enjoy doing?
2. Spend some time on this section. It is extremely important in providing a foundation
for brainstorming positive ideas and developing a common vision during the next
step of this tool.

Step Five – Vision For A Valued Future
1. Preface this section by noting that while what is valued and what is not is a
somewhat subjective decision at the individual level, societal trends surrounding
what most people see as valued are largely consistent and include such things as
having friends, a good job, a desirable place to live, feeling happy, and empowered,
etc. When we come to expect or plan for less with people with developmental
disabilities, we are likely to contribute to their rejection and denial of many future
opportunities. It is therefore essential that we start with this persons skills/interests/
talents, etc. but then think critically on how these can be pursued in ways that will
lead to a positive and valued future;
2. Engage the individual in describing what they would like to see happen in their ideal
future. If the person appears stuck, refer back to what was recorded in step four and
ask how individual interests, skills, etc. might be expressed in their desired vision for
the future;
3. Following the presentation of each idea, ask everyone to brainstorm and discuss
how and where each idea might be pursued in ways that offer strong opportunities
for developing relationships and being viewed as a valued member of the
community. Occasionally this will require facilitators to gently challenge ideas that
may contribute to reinforcing negative stereotypes or work contrary to best practices;
4. Record each component of the vision on the tool after the individual has indicated
that they would like to pursue the idea and consensus has been reached about how
it can be pursued in a valued way;
5. After the person has completed describing their ideal future, ask the network if there
are other things people think would be important to see in this individual’s future that
may be missing from the vision. Ask them to think specifically about what else could
positively impact quality of life, and being socially included in the community;
6. Again, challenge the group to think about how best practices can be applied in the
pursuit of each interest/idea that is generated; and
7. At the end of this section, review the vision and confirm with the individual that they
support all that has been recorded within the vision – if not, delete, add, or revise
components of the vision as necessary.

Step Six – Challenges
1. Introduce this section by indicating that if this person’s life is not already in close
alignment with their vision, then there must be barriers that are holding them back;
2. Before opening discussion about challenges, caution the group that it would be
uncomfortable for anyone to have sensitive issues discussed in front of a large
group. As such, ask that they simply name barriers or challenges without providing
all the details – most of which everyone will be aware; and

3. List what people see as the barriers to realizing this individual’s vision and/or are
factors that pressure them to lower the vision, for example, not enough people
believing the vision is possible; lack of friends/support; extent of life experience;
communication ability; specific behaviour or medical challenges; transportation or
financial considerations; service provider factors, etc.
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Step Seven – Ideas to Overcome Challenges
1. Brainstorm ideas and solutions needed to overcome or compensate for each barrier
Note: specific action items and responsibilities for this piece of the plan may be
included within either this section, or during step nine.

Step Eight – Goals and Valued Roles
1. Identify and record concrete goals/roles to pursue over the next year that are
positive, accomplishable, yet ambitious. Goals should always be based upon the
individual’s interests and involve the application of best practices in the areas of
empowerment and social inclusion;
2. Identify and record indicators of success that will be attached to each goal, and be
used as the yard stick in determining when the goal has been completed; and
3. Confirm that everyone is committed to helping this individual work towards these
goals – you may even want them to physically sign the plan to show their support
and commitment.

Step Nine – First Steps
1. Document first steps that must be taken to get each goal started - first steps
generally need to occur within the next month, and should project no further than
three months into the future;
2. Document who will be responsible for ensuring completion of each action item and
by when;
3. Important note: remember to include action items from step seven Ideas To
Overcome Challenges section; and
4. Decide when to reconvene the group to review the status of each goal and to decide
next steps – we recommend that this occur a minimum of every three months.
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Vision For A Valued Future
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ROLES BASED PLANNING TOOL No. 2
ASCENT
Time Commitment: Approximately two hours
When to Use this Tool?
• As an initial planning tool or follow up tool;
• When a structured tool is desirable to build network cohesion/support of a common
vision; or
• When focused attention to any or all of the following issues would be of benefit:
- There is a strong discrepancy between the individual’s vision for a valued future
and what is currently happening within their life; or
- Tangible support challenges exist.
When Not to Use this Tool?
• When working with a specific/narrow issue, goal, or topic; or
• When the person desires a more informal approach to planning.

Tool Steps
Introduction and Symbolism
1. Include description of symbolism contained within the graphic, when providing an
overview of this tool.
Symbolism
• Milestones and current reality are where the person is rooted today (represented
by being below the soil surface);
• Sun represents a vision for a better future;
• Barriers that prevent the person from moving forward are represented by a series
of large blocks to which they are anchored, and that prevents them from moving
forward;
• On the opposite end of the graphic, the individual has been tethered to goals
which help pull them closer to their vision;
• Lightening bolts represent what is needed to free this person from the barriers
that are holding them back; and
• Accomplishing the vision is a process of climbing toward one’s goals and vision
one action step at a time.
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Step One – Milestones And Life Shaping Events or Goal Review

The “ASCENT” tool may be used as either an initial or follow up planning tool. Where it
is used as an initial planning tool, the first step will address milestones. Where used as
a follow up tool, the milestones section should be deleted and replaced with a goal
review component.
Milestones
1. Discuss the importance of understanding the impact of the person’s past on shaping
who they are today and what they desire for the future;
2. Draw upon all network members to identify significant events from this individual’s
past and record them according to a chronological timeline. Within this section, it
may be useful to use the analogy of dividing the person’s life into a series of
chapters or significant phases; and
3. Draw upon everyone to discuss what impacts these events have had on this person
i.e. how has this set of life events affected this person or would be expected to affect
anyone.
You may want to consider:
• Expectations, and treatment by others;
• Role modeling impacts;
• Learning, education, and personal growth impacts;
• Nature, and number of unpaid relationships;
• Employment status, prospects, and roles;
• Financial impacts;
• Personality, and emotional impacts;
• Medical impacts;
• Self-expectations, and desires for the future; and
• Opportunities for the future, etc.
Goal Review
1. Review each goal that the individual was working on over the past year to identify:
• Successes and accomplishments;
• Barriers encountered, how they were addressed, and the results;
• Whether all commitments were accomplished; and
• What else still needs to be attended to (if anything) to achieve the goal.

Step Two – Vision For The Future
1. Preface this section by noting that while what is valued and what is not is a
somewhat subjective decision at the individual level, societal trends surrounding
what most people see as valued are largely consistent and include such things as
having friends, a good job, a desirable place to live, feeling happy, and empowered,
etc. When we come to expect or plan for less with people with developmental
disabilities, we are likely to contribute to their rejection and denial of many future
opportunities. It is therefore essential that we start with this persons skills/interests/
talents, etc. but then think critically on how these can be pursued in ways that will
lead to a positive and valued future;
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2. Engage the individual in describing what they would like to see happen in their ideal
future. If the person appears stuck, refer back to what was recorded in step four and
ask how individual interests, skills, etc. might be expressed in their desired vision for
the future;
3. Following the presentation of each idea, ask everyone to brainstorm and discuss
how and where each idea might be pursued in ways that offer strong opportunities
for developing relationships and being viewed as a valued member of the
community. Occasionally this will require facilitators to gently challenge ideas that
may contribute to reinforcing negative stereotypes or work contrary to best practices;
4. Record each component of the vision on the tool after the individual has indicated
that they would like to pursue the idea and consensus has been reached about how
it can be pursued in a valued way;
5. After the person has completed describing their ideal future, ask the network if there
are other things people think would be important to see in this individual’s future that
may be missing from the vision. Ask them to think specifically about what else could
positively impact quality of life, and being socially included in the community;
6. Again, challenge the group to think about how best practices can be applied in the
pursuit of each interest/idea that is generated; and
7. At the end of this section, review the vision and confirm with the individual that they
support all that has been recorded within the vision – if not, delete, add, or revise
components of the vision as necessary.

Step Three – Now/Current Reality
1. Discuss this individual’s typical week in as much detail as possible. For each
recorded activity, discuss:
• Is the activity strongly related to the person’s interests?
• How much does this person enjoy the activity?
• How does the activity match or mismatch what most people in the community do
at similar times of the day?
• What is the impact of any mismatches on how this individual and other people
with developmental disabilities may be perceived by society, i.e. do they reinforce
any commonly held negative stereotypes?
• Is the activity typical for people who do not have developmental disabilities, for
example, most people expect to be paid not volunteer in retail settings;
• How much is this individual paid compared to other people in the community for
performing similar work (if employment related)?
• Is the activity challenging, i.e. does it offer strong opportunities for expanding
skills and improving image?
• Is the activity conducted within settings, and associated with people that would
be valued in the eyes of the broader community?
• Is the activity segregated/congregated by design or in practice? – i.e. many so
called inclusive settings are theoretically open to anyone but are accessed
almost exclusively by people with developmental disabilities;
• Is the activity stereotypical for people with developmental disabilities, for
example, janitorial, fast food, recycling, bowling, etc.?
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Who else is present and how do they interact with this person?
What other benefits or drawbacks are there surrounding pursuing this activity in
the current location and manner?
• How could the interest be pursued in ways that would further enhance
opportunities for improving image, skills and developing relationships?
• Can pursuit of this activity go deeper to become an image-enhancing role for this
individual?
2. Discuss what impact this schedule has on this person’s image, skills, relationships
and opportunities for the future;
3. Compare the current schedule to the vision. What activities support the vision?
What activities are working against it? What activities have nothing to do with it?
4. Highlight blocks of time that are available or could be placed to better use
completing actions that are more closely related to the vision.

Step Four- Barriers and Pressures To Lower The Vision
1. Introduce this section by indicating that if this person’s life is not already in close
alignment with their vision, then there must be barriers that are holding them back;
2. Before opening discussion about challenges, caution the group that it would be
uncomfortable for anyone to have sensitive issues discussed in front of a large
group. As such, ask that they simply name barriers or challenges without providing
all the details – most of which everyone will be aware; and
3. List what people see as the barriers to realizing this individual’s vision and/or are
factors that pressure them to lower the vision, for example, not enough people
believing the vision is possible; lack of friends/support; extent of life experience;
communication ability; specific behaviour or medical challenges; transportation or
financial considerations; service provider factors, etc.

Step Five – What is Needed?
1. Introduce this section by referring to the tool graphic and noting that this section
focuses on what is needed to sever the ties that keep this individual anchored to
barriers and which prevent them from accomplishing their vision;
2. Brainstorm ideas and solutions needed to overcome or compensate for each barrier;
and
3. Note: specific action items and responsibilities for this piece of the plan may be
included within either this section, or during step seven.

Step Six – Goals and Valued Roles
1. Identify and record concrete goals/roles to pursue over the next year that are
positive, accomplishable, yet ambitious. Goals should always be based on the
individual’s interests and involve the application of best practices in the areas of
empowerment and social inclusion;
2. Identify and record indicators of success that will be attached to each goal, and be
used as the yard stick in determining when the goal has been completed; and
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3. Confirm that everyone is committed to helping this person work towards these goals
– you may even want them to physically sign the plan to show their support and
commitment.

Step Seven – Action Plan
1. Document first steps that must be taken to get each goal started - first steps
generally need to occur within the next month, and should project no further than
three months into the future;
2. Document who will be responsible for ensuring completion of each action item and
by when;
3. Important note: remember to include action items from step five What Is Needed?
section; and
4. Decide when to reconvene the group to review the status of each goal and to decide
next steps – we recommend that this occur a minimum of every three months.
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ROLES BASED PLANNING TOOL No. 3
BREAK AWAY
Time Commitment: Approximately two hours
When to Use this Tool?
• When the individual and their support network understand and strongly support the
principles of Social Role Valorization (SRV);
• When the person and their support network are very ambitious about inclusion, and
the types of positive outcomes they hope to achieve; or
• When the individual and their support network consider the pace of supports and/or
other planning tools to be too slow in producing positive results.
When Not to Use this Tool?
• When the person and their support network are not already knowledgeable about
and committed to the use of SRV principles;
• When working with a specific/narrow issue, goal, or topic; or
• When the person desires a more informal approach to planning.

Tool Steps
Introduction and Symbolism

1. Include an explanation that this tool is intended to help people “break away” from the
constraints that prevent them from achieving their dream/vision due to the reality of
discrimination and other barriers within their lives; and
2. Include a description of the symbolism contained within the graphic while providing
an overview of this tool:
Symbolism
• Interests and vision are located in the centre, since they are the guiding/centering
force that must steer any planning process;
• On either side of interests/vision are vision-crushing factors that prevent the
vision from being realized. These include negative stereotypes, discrimination
and other barriers that present challenges to moving forward. Unfortunately,
stereotypes and barriers often become all that people are able to focus on, and
the vision becomes lost in its entirety; and
• Circling these components are six key principles of Social Role Valorization
theory that have proven their effectiveness in helping marginalized people break
away from the barriers that impose themselves so strongly within their lives.
Each of these principles will be examined and applied individually within the
planning process.
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Step One – Interests and Vision For a Positive and Possible Future
1. Preface this section by noting that while what is valued and what is not is a
somewhat subjective decision at the individual level, societal trends surrounding
what most people see as valued are largely consistent and include such things as
having friends, a good job, a desirable place to live, feeling happy, and empowered,
etc. When we come to expect or plan for less with people with developmental
disabilities, we are likely to contribute to their rejection and denial of many future
opportunities. It is therefore essential that we start with this person’s skills/interests/
talents, etc. but then think critically on how these can be pursued in ways that will
lead to a positive and valued future;
2. Engage the individual in describing what they would like to see happen in their ideal
future. If the person appears stuck, refer back to what was recorded in step four and
ask how individual interests, skills, etc. might be expressed in their desired vision for
the future;
3. Following the presentation of each idea, ask everyone to brainstorm and discuss
how and where each idea might be pursued in ways that offer strong opportunities
for developing relationships and being viewed as a valued member of the
community. Occasionally this will require facilitators to gently challenge ideas that
may contribute to reinforcing negative stereotypes or work contrary to best practices;
4. Record each component of the vision on the tool after the individual has indicated
that they would like to pursue the idea and consensus has been reached about how
it can be pursued in a valued way;
5. After the person has completed describing their ideal future, ask the network if there
are other things people think would be important to see in this individual’s future that
may be missing from the vision. Ask them to think specifically about what else could
positively impact quality of life, and being socially included in the community;
6. Again, challenge the group to think about how best practices can be applied in the
pursuit of each interest/idea that is generated; and
7. At the end of this section, review the vision and confirm with the individual that they
support all that has been recorded within the vision – if not, delete, add, or revise
components of the vision as necessary.

Step Two – Vulnerable Stereotypes
1. Preface this section by indicating that steps two and three both focus on identifying
constraints upon the vision that will need to be tackled if the pursuit of this
individual’s vision is to be successful. Remind the group that, while discrimination
and negative stereotyping can be cruel, it is a reality that needs to be acknowledged
and planned for;
2. Remind the group that while this section will be focused on identifying negative
stereotypes to which this person is vulnerable, it is important to realize that
stereotypes are based upon myths that can be disproved. They have nothing to do
with who this individual is, but are the result of societal discrimination. Nonetheless,
they will still strongly (though unfairly) impact this person’s future if not addressed;
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3. To disprove them and increase opportunities for this person to succeed in
accomplishing their vision, efforts need to be directed equally toward:
• Avoiding actions, practices and activities that reinforce negative stereotypes
about people with developmental disabilities; and
• Consciously directing efforts toward disproving stereotypes by practical example.
4. Ask the group (providing assistance when necessary) to suggest negative
stereotypes that are commonly held by the public about this person or people with
developmental disabilities in general that serve as an obstacle to moving forward.
Examples include: child, nothing to offer, dangerous/menace, better-off-with-ownkind, burden, incompetent, etc.; and
5. Conduct a discussion regarding how current support practices and activities either
reinforce or dispel these stereotypes.

Step Three – Other Barriers
1. Preface this section by indicating that, in contrast to the previous section that
focused on stereotypes and discrimination, this section will centre on identifying
barriers to accomplishing the vision that are more specific to this individual versus
people with developmental disabilities collectively; and
2. Ask the group to identify other barriers to achieving a positive and valued future that
must be addressed if the plan is to be successful. Examples include: limited
communication; life dominated by segregated services and activities; behaviour or
medical challenges; lack of support and relationships; financial; education, etc.

Step Four – Valued Roles
1. Identify valued roles that are based on this individual’s interests, and are realistically
achievable: Valued roles of this nature generally:
• Assist in improving status/image in the eyes of society;
• Provide opportunities for learning and growth;
• Provide opportunities for relationships to develop; and
• Increase the likelihood that further opportunities will be made available in the
future.
2. Obtain commitments and record actions associated with this step.
Notes:
• It is important for facilitators to encourage the individual and their support network to
think ambitiously but realistically about what is positive and possible;
• Facilitators should ensure that this section is completed using the names of roles
versus names of activities; and
• It is also important for facilitators to gently challenge the group when devalued roles
are suggested by refocusing on broader societal perceptions versus individual
judgements about what is valued and what is not.
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Step Five – Ways to Compensate for Vulnerabilities and to Overcome
Barriers
1. Brainstorm, discuss and record what needs to be done to avoid reinforcing negative
stereotypes listed within step two and/or prove them wrong through example;
2. Brainstorm, discuss and record what is needed to overcome other barriers in the
individual’s life listed within step three; and
3. Obtain commitments and record actions associated with this step.
Notes: It is important for facilitators to be as concrete and specific as possible within this
section. General statements or principles usually result in little or no action being taken.

Step Six – ACTIVE LEARNING – Skill and Growth Development Ideas
1. Ask the group to identify what valued and inclusive means exist to help this person
learn the skills necessary to be successful in pursuing their vision and valued roles
listed under step four. Examples include: obtaining work experience; obtaining skills
by volunteering; taking classes; obtaining a tutor/mentor; interviewing people; direct
practice of skills; etc.; and
2. Obtain commitments and record actions associated with this step.

Step Seven – PASSIVE LEARNING – Environments and Role Models
1. Ask the group to identify what inclusive places/environments would provide valuable
role modeling and passive opportunities to learn more about valued roles that this
person is interested in pursuing;
2. Ask the group to identify with whom this individual needs to be in frequent contact in
order to yield additional positive role modeling benefits and teach them about the
expectations of each role that they desire to pursue; and
3. Obtain commitments and record actions associated with this step.

Step Eight – Relationship Facilitation
1. Assist the group in identifying concrete strategies and action plans to develop
relationships with people in each environment that this person frequents, for
example, workplace, neighbourhood, church, leisure facilities, etc. Examples of
relationship facilitation approaches include:
• Personal networking;
• Working in close proximity or on shared tasks with co-workers;
• Attending work social functions;
• Matching workplace routines;
• Facilitating natural supports wherever possible;
• Involving community members who “know everyone” in helping to facilitate
connections with other people who have common interests;
• Establishing the person as a regular by attending the same place at the same
time over time;
• Formulating plans to actively facilitate relationships;
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•
•
•

Joining community groups/clubs/classes – versus their segregated parallels;
Providing careful consideration to environments to optimize success;
Building communication systems/increasing communication;
Working on improving awareness and respect for social cues/other efforts aimed
at improving overall social skills; and
• Using circles of support exercises (Falvey, Forest, Pearpoint and Rosenberg) to
identify people to get to know better, etc.
2. Obtain commitments and record actions associated with this step.

Step Nine – Ways to Improve Image
1. Ask the group to identify ways that this individual’s image could be further enhanced
to increase success. Examples include:
• Purchasing or upgrading wardrobe – role appropriate, age appropriate, neat,
clean, professional, etc.;
• Dressing appropriately for specific roles;
• Being clean shaven;
• Regular bathing and use of deodorant, cologne or perfume;
• Completing cosmetic dental work and maintaining good dental hygiene;
• Wearing stylish hair and make up;
• Emphasizing inclusive roles and activities;
• Addressing him or her with respect as an adult;
• Conveying adult expectations;
• Emphasizing the individual’s gifts and skills; and
• Considering the most image-enhancing means of transportation, etc.
2. Obtain commitments and record actions associated with this step.
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ROLES BASED PLANNING TOOL No. 4
VALUED ROLES PERSONAL PLANNING
Time Commitment: Approximately two hours
When to Use this Tool?
• As a starting place when the individual’s time is largely being wasted, i.e. they are
engaged in few or no productive and meaningful activities;
• When support people and network are so mired in the barriers that they have trouble
envisioning any positive future for this person;
• When little is known about the individual’s interests; or
• As a means to accelerate the learning of a specific valued role.
When Not to Use this Tool?
• As a general, broad visioning tool;
• When working with a specific/narrow issue, goal or topic; or
• When the person desires a more informal approach to planning.

Tool Steps
Introduction
1. Explain that this tool is designed to provide direction in supporting someone to have
a meaningful day while pursuing at least one valued role within the community; and
2. Explain that most people with developmental disabilities are “engaged in activities”
(versus roles) by the services that support them and, as such, never become really
embedded in society. This tool is intended to move beyond pursuing activities to
comprehensively pursuing role(s) in a holistic and meaningful way. In order to
achieve this, roles must be analyzed to identify their component parts and a learning
plan developed to learn all of its components. Unless roles are pursued in a holistic
manner, profound gaps in knowledge usually occur and people are not taken
seriously, for example, if you don’t know the difference between an annual and a
perennial it is pretty difficult to be taken seriously as a gardener, even if you are
seen doing some garden-related activities. Roles go much deeper than isolated
activities, and this is why this tool is utilized.

Step One – Personal History and Interests
1. Discuss the importance of understanding the impact of the person’s past upon
shaping who they are today and what they desire for the future;
2. Draw upon all network members to identify significant events from this individual’s
past and record them according to a chronological timeline. Within this section, it
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may be useful to use the analogy of dividing the person’s life into a series of
chapters or significant phases; and
3. Draw upon everyone to discuss what impacts these events have had on this person
i.e. how has this set of life events affected this person or would be expected to affect
anyone.
You may want to consider:
• Expectations, and treatment by others;
• Role modeling impacts;
• Learning, education, and personal growth impacts;
• Nature, and number of unpaid relationships;
• Employment status, prospects, and roles;
• Financial impacts;
• Personality, and emotional impacts;
• Medical impacts;
• Self-expectations, and desires for the future; and
• Opportunities for the future, etc.
4. Conduct a group brainstorming session about this person’s interests, skills and
talents then discuss:
• What specifically do they like about each?
• What underlying desires or needs might they reflect?
• How can each be used as opportunities to develop relationships, contribute
to, or be included in the community?

Step Two – Valued Roles That Make Sense
1. Based on interests and information collected in step one, brainstorm positive and
possible valued roles that might be a good fit for this individual under four different
categories.
Tip - Ensure that ideas are recorded as roles, rather than as activities.
Work Roles – for example, teacher, photographer, childcare worker, salesperson,
librarian’s assistant, chef, entrepreneur;
Education Roles – for example, computer student, literacy student, welding
student;
Interest Roles – for example, club member, volunteer, athlete, public speaker,
hobbyist, camper, swimmer, gardener;
Relationship Roles – for example, friend, co-worker, employee, employer; and
Other Giving Back Roles – for example, Block Watch member, Lions Club
member, community association committee member, voter, activist, etc.

Step Three - What is the Most Important Role with Which to Begin?
1. Obtain a consensus regarding which role category (work, education, interest,
relationship or giving back) would have the most profound impact upon improving
this person’s quality of life, addressing their most pressing needs and opening
additional opportunities for them in the future.
Note: employment and relationship roles generally have the most sweeping impacts
on improving quality of life and opportunities for the future;
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2. Ask the individual to choose from the roles that have been brainstormed (within the
identified category) which role they are most interested in pursuing; and
3. Record the role that has been prioritized with a large graphic in the centre of the tool.

Step Four - What is Involved?
1. Break the selected role down into its component parts using five separate headings.
Tips:
• Brainstorm for only one role at a time; and
• Attempt to come up with at least 20 entries for each heading.
Places – all of the places/environments/locales that are related to the role;
People – all of the people with whom the person will need to associate or come into
contact while pursuing the role;
Activities – all of the activities people perform as part of the role;
Words – all of the terms, titles and specialized language associated with the role;
and
Appearance/What People See – anything not covered under previous headings
that conveys what role the individual occupies, i.e. type of clothing, associated
equipment, personal appearance, etc.

Step Five – Action Plan
1. Develop an initial timelined action plan aimed at massive exposure and education
surrounding the selected role:
• Prioritize actions in a logical manner to increase learning over time;
• Draw on all (or as many as possible) of the five categories each month in building
action plans to learn about the role in a holistic manner; and
• Spend the majority of support time each week doing things related to the
selected role to immerse the individual within it and accelerate learning.
Additional Important Note About This Tool:
It is important that more than one role be pursued in order to safeguard the individual
against potential loss of roles that are beyond their control. Having multiple valued roles
lessens the impact should any single role be lost or placed in jeopardy. Pursuing
valued roles from each of the categories listed in step two is important to leading a full
life. Attempt to add additional roles using this tool approximately every four months and
progress to pursuing multiple roles simultaneously.
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ROLES BASED PLANNING TOOL No. 5
NEXT STEPS
Time Commitment: Approximately one and one half hours
When to Use this Tool?
• As a follow up planning tool when the individual and their support network remain
committed to a previously established vision, but require direction in determining
how to take the next steps.
When Not to Use this Tool?
• As an initial planning tool; or
• When the person desires a more informal approach to planning

Tool Steps
Step One – Vision for the Future
1. Review the vision from this person’s last planning meeting and determine if there are
any changes – things to be added, deleted, revised, new interests discovered, etc.

Step Two – Goal Review
1. Review each goal that the individual has been working on to identify:
• Successes and accomplishments;
• Barriers encountered, how they were addressed, and the results;
• Whether all commitments were accomplished; and
• What else still needs to be attended to (if anything) to achieve the goal.

Step Three – Celebrations
1. Ask the individual and their support network to share experiences that occurred
during the year that should be celebrated. Remind the group that this person’s life is
about more than just their planning goals – ask the group to share
events/celebrations from all aspects of this individual’s life.

Step Four – Schedule
1. Discuss this individual’s typical week in as much detail as possible. For each
recorded activity, discuss:
• Is the activity strongly related to the person’s interests?
• How much does this person enjoy the activity?
• How does the activity match or mismatch what most people in the community do
at similar times of the day?
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What are the impacts of any mismatches on how this individual and other people
with developmental disabilities may be perceived by society, i.e. do they reinforce
any commonly held negative stereotypes?
• Is the activity typical for people who do not have developmental disabilities, for
example, most people expect to be paid not volunteer in retail settings;
• How much is this individual paid compared to other people in the community for
performing similar work (if employment related)?
• Is the activity challenging, i.e. does it offer strong opportunities for expanding
skills and improving image?
• Is the activity conducted within settings, and associated with people that would
be valued in the eyes of the broader community?
• Is the activity segregated/congregated by design or in practice? – i.e. many so
called inclusive settings are theoretically open to anyone but are accessed
almost exclusively by people with developmental disabilities;
• Is the activity stereotypical for people with developmental disabilities, for
example, janitorial, fast food, recycling, bowling, etc.?
• Who else is present and how do they interact with this person?
• What other benefits or drawbacks are there surrounding pursuing this activity in
the current location and manner?
• How could the interest be pursued in ways that would further enhance
opportunities for improving image, skills and developing relationships?
• Can pursuit of this activity go deeper to become an image-enhancing role for this
individual?
2. Discuss what impact this schedule has on this person’s image, skills, relationships
and opportunities for the future;
3. Compare the current schedule to the vision. What activities support the vision?
What activities are working against it? What activities have nothing to do with it?
4. Highlight blocks of time that are available or could be placed to better use
completing actions that are more closely related to the vision.

Step Five – New Goals
1. Identify new goals to pursue over the next year that are positive, accomplishable, yet
ambitious;
2. Determine and record key criteria that will be used to determine the success of each
goal; and
3. Determine and record initial action steps for each goal to get the ball rolling –
including timelines and who will be responsible.
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Informal Planning
Not every person will choose to have a formal planning meeting with his or her
support network present. Some people are more introverted, freeze up in group
settings, or just plain prefer more of a one-on-one approach. Informal planning
meetings can be as simple as holding a discussion about what the person would
like to have happen in their future, and what they desire from the people paid to
support them.
Planning meetings of this nature may occur at any location where the individual
feels comfortable, including the local coffee shop. While formal tools are not
used within such circumstances, the principles of Roles Based Planning can still
be applied and introduced through discussion. What is important in the end, is
not the process used, but that the person has benefited from participating.
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Glossary Of Terms
Congregated
• Situations where more than two people with developmental disabilities are
supported in the same activity or environment at the same time.
Devalued
• Activities, environments or groups primarily associated with marginalized
populations which contribute to reinforcing negative stereotypes about the
involved groups;
• Activities, environments or groups that middle class society would generally
avoid or look down upon.
Inclusive
• Activities, environments and resources typically accessed by the mainstream
public and which do not fit descriptions of being segregated nor congregated.
Role
• A socially expected pattern of behaviors, responsibilities, expectations and
privileges – Talcott Parsons
• Roles have specific environments, activities, associations/ people, language
and various imagery closely associated with them.
Segregated
• Activities or environments set up exclusively for people with developmental
disabilities or other marginalized populations, for example, group homes,
special education classes, sheltered workshops, segregated leisure classes
or activities etc.
Valued Role
• Roles that are prized or held in regard by the majority of society and which
align themselves closely with aspects of dominant social values;
• Value is based upon dominant societal perceptions versus individual opinion;
• The necessity of a role and its perception of value are not the same thing, i.e.
just because a duty needs to be performed does not mean that it is valued.
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